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Introduction

The manufacturing industry as we know it is fundamentally changing, with advanced technologies increasingly underpinning global competitiveness and economic prosperity. Many leading 21st-century manufacturers are converging digital and physical worlds in which sophisticated hardware combined with innovative software, sensors, and massive amounts of data and analytics is expected to produce smarter products, more efficient processes, and more closely connected customers, suppliers, and manufacturers.

As growing numbers of manufacturing companies look to embark on this transformative journey and navigate through a maze of challenges and opportunities, executives—understandably—have questions: What exponential technologies show the most promise? What is the magnitude of impact that can be expected from adopting and deploying these exponential technologies? How is the manufacturing industry leveraging these technologies in new and distinctive ways to solve current business issues and/or transform our future? What does it really mean to become a Digital Manufacturing Enterprise (DME) of the future, and how might our business model evolve? How do we move toward our future vision without fundamentally disrupting what we do today? What challenges do we face and what incentives will we need to drive change throughout our organization and broader ecosystem?

To better qualify such challenges, provide a reality check in separating substance from hype, and highlight opportunities for manufacturers to embrace exponentials to drive future competitive advantage, Deloitte collaborated with the Council on Competitiveness and Singularity University (SU) to conduct the Exponential Technologies in Manufacturing study, and share the resulting insights in this publication.
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About this study

The Exponential Technologies in Manufacturing study explores how exponential technologies are transforming the future of manufacturing and how global manufacturing companies can best tap into this disruptive shift to evolve, grow, and thrive. Exponential technologies are those that enable change at a rapidly accelerating, nonlinear pace facilitated by substantial progress (and cost reduction) in areas such as computing power, bandwidth, and data storage.

Between May 2017 and December 2017, senior leaders at Deloitte held discussions with more than two dozen senior executives (chief executive officers, presidents, chief technical officers, chief research officers) and subject matter experts (SMEs) at some of the world’s largest manufacturing organizations, Singularity University, and several small technology start-ups. These companies—both public and private enterprises—represent large swaths of manufacturing employment, including diversified manufacturing, chemicals and specialty materials, process and industrial products, consumer products, automotive, aerospace and defense, technology, and life sciences. Participating companies included members from the Council on Competitiveness—such as Deere & Company, Intel, PepsiCo, Lockheed Martin, NanoMech, Boeing, United Technologies Corporation, and Exelon Corp.—as well as others, including Robotiq, Dow Chemical, Hewlett-Packard, and Local Motors, to capture the voices of the manufacturing industry and technology domain experts. The interviews were conducted on an individual basis, often face-to-face in the executive’s office, but sometimes by telephone. These hour-long dialogues sought the executives’ perspectives on:

- How exponential technologies are delivering real impact and value for manufacturing enterprises
- How exponential technologies are shaping company strategy and new business models
- How manufacturers can mitigate risks and realize the potential promise, application, and rewards of adopting these exponential technologies

The interviews were supplemented with detailed perspectives written by SMEs from a dozen technology domains and comprehensive secondary research of data from respected think tanks, key academic institutions, and industry literature.

The study aligns with Deloitte’s mission to address industry’s greatest challenges and drive lasting impact; with Singularity University’s core mission to educate, inspire, and empower leaders to apply exponential technologies to address humanity’s grand challenges; and with the Council on Competitiveness’s mission to drive long-term productivity and economic growth and increase the living standards for every American.
Key findings and insights from the *Exponential Technologies in Manufacturing* study

Among the exponential technologies that can enable transformational growth in manufacturing are: 3D printing (additive manufacturing); advanced analytics; advanced materials; advanced robotics; artificial intelligence (AI) (including machine learning); biotechnology/biomanufacturing; blockchain; cybersecurity; digital design, simulation, and integration energy storage; high performance computing; Interface of Things (AR/VR/Mixed reality, wearables, gesture recognition); Internet of Things (IoT) (deep dive technology section, page 26).

Talent continues to be a key competitive differentiator within the manufacturing industry. Yet talent shortages and the need for new skill sets remain a critical issue across the globe. Attracting and retaining top talent and exploring new approaches to accessing talent will become more important than ever (page 16).

There is a clear and compelling case for manufacturers to leverage exponential technologies and incorporate digital transformation throughout their organization (page 10). The fourth industrial revolution is enabling unprecedented change, and the pace of this change is no longer incremental; it is exponential, disruptive, and nonlinear. It is imperative that manufacturers quickly move to adopt and use exponential technologies to tap into this disruptive change; the longer they wait, the further behind they may fall (page 10).

Innovation enabled by exponential technologies can help manufacturers grow faster, be more agile, and unlock new forms of value (page 15). But while exponential technologies’ roles are more important than ever, the pace of their adoption is seen as relatively slow among manufacturers. Interviewed executives cite several barriers, including structural and cultural challenges, regulatory burdens, talent constraints, and leadership mind-set (page 14).

Exponential technologies are also dramatically changing the “what” (technology and automation), “who” (talent and the open talent continuum), and “where” (workplaces, physical location) of work across manufacturing organizations (page 18). As manufacturers look to increase their pace of change and transformation, they are not only leveraging internal assets in new and different ways but also turning more often to resources outside of their walls, tapping into the broader ecosystem, as there are clear advantages to being close to where innovation is occurring (page 22).
Exponential technologies in manufacturing

Technological disruption is already affecting every part of our lives...every business, every industry, every society...even what it means to be “human.” These changes show no signs of slowing down; in fact, they are accelerating rapidly. Manufacturers and the broader manufacturing ecosystem urgently need an evolved mind-set and tool set to navigate through the maze of opportunity and overcome the potential challenges of disruption. The collective goal of this study is to provide insights that empower leaders of major manufacturing corporations, technologists, and others within the manufacturing ecosystem to solve current and future challenges, and to apply emerging technologies to create and capture new forms of value for a prosperous, abundant future.

Moving confidently into the future means that manufacturers should develop a culture that is receptive to change and agility, one in which all stakeholders see differently, think differently, and act differently (page 15). It also means adopting an exponential transformation approach that uses an iterative process that begins by determining a company’s strategic vision and needs. Once that journey is established, the company can use a portfolio approach to invest its resources and innovate across the core, adjacent, and transformational areas (page 54).

Among interviewed executives’ recommendations for developing an exponential mind-set: Know what problems you are trying to solve; entrust small teams to innovate at the edge; operate outside of traditional walls; and raise the national dialogue on system-level competitiveness and innovation enablers (page 55).

Business and government research and development (R&D) activities, along with venture capital (VC) investments, also play a critical role in company- and country-level innovation pipelines and ecosystems. In addition, more manufacturers are looking outside their four walls to increase innovation and decrease time to market, forming collaboration within and across the broader innovation ecosystem (page 22).

Across the global manufacturing competitiveness landscape, US companies lead in R&D spending, but other countries, especially China, are quickly catching up (page 23).

While there are many potential pathways to success, a Digital Manufacturing Enterprise (DME) that has higher leveraged assets, focuses on product platforms to engage customers, and leverages exponential technologies can be highly successful (page 27).

Call to action
The world is undergoing a fourth industrial revolution, one fueled by smart, intelligent automation and marked by an unprecedented, exponential pace of change (figure 1).

Figure 1. The fourth industrial revolution is enabling unprecedented change

First industrial revolution: Power generation
Second industrial revolution: Industrialization
Third industrial revolution: Electronic automation
Fourth industrial revolution: Smart automation...and exponential change

Source: Deloitte Insights, Industry 4.0 and manufacturing ecosystems: Exploring the world of connected enterprises

Across industries and markets, organizations are facing mounting pressure from the rapidly evolving competitive landscape to transform—to shift from product-centric business models to creating and capturing other sources of value—and manufacturing is not immune. Still, most manufacturing executives we interviewed agree they are not preparing or moving fast enough to address the disruptions that are at the heart of Industry 4.0 and becoming Digital Manufacturing Enterprises (DMEs) as quickly or holistically as needed.
Exponential technologies in manufacturing

**Why Industry 4.0 looks, feels, and is different**

Why is Industry 4.0 different from previous industrial revolutions, especially for manufacturers? First and foremost, the pace of change we are experiencing is substantially faster than ever before. It is no longer incremental; it is disruptive and nonlinear (figure 2). This is a departure from historical manufacturing practices, which have been linear and based on incremental change and continuous improvement. Players historically were subject to the same relative constraints on assets; winners were those that could optimize within those constraints. Business models assumed a linear, one-way connection between supplier and customer. In contrast, DMEs transforming via Industry 4.0 are beginning to operate much more in ecosystems characterized by multidirectional relationships and “goods” being exchanged inclusive of data, insights, and services.

DME organizations that use exponential technologies to transform via Industry 4.0 enable opportunities to create an efficient, real-time automated feedback loop—data flows from the physical space to digital; capabilities enrich that data and deliver information and insights back to the physical world—that can unlock step-change value and provide insights and visibility to solve for incredibly complex problems and/or previously unknown opportunities. This smart and integrated loop between the digital and physical worlds is where many manufacturers find much of the unrealized value and opportunity is created.

But manufacturers have built their successes and legacies on repeatable and predictable processes, creating a culture that embraces an incremental versus a transformational approach. This culture often leads to inertia, which, in turn, creates blind spots for traditional manufacturers to adjust quickly enough in an exponentially changing world. Adapting to this new reality requires transformation that puts technology and digitization at the core. Executives interviewed say that many established manufacturers—especially historically successful ones lacking a strong-enough sense of urgency—may have difficulty becoming flexible and agile enough to shepherd this transformation from concept to realization at the pace this industrial revolution requires. Meanwhile, barriers to entry are lowering, allowing small, agile new entrants to potentially disrupt the global manufacturing landscape. Therefore, nearly universally, executives interviewed indicate this is a critically important issue for all manufacturers and state that there needs to be a clear and compelling sense of urgency within the entire industry to adapt, flourish, and thrive.

**Figure 2. The pace of change is exponential, and manufacturers are not immune**

Substantial cost reduction across computing power, storage, and internet usage have led to...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost of performance</th>
<th>1992</th>
<th>Today</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>$69 per Gbps</td>
<td>$1,245 per Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing</td>
<td>$222 per million transistors</td>
<td>&lt;$0.06 per millon transistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>$569 per GB</td>
<td>$222 per GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...exponential rate of change transcending industry barriers and national borders...

...which is creating opportunity & disruption across multiple industries...

Sources: Deloitte Insights, *The rise of the digital supply network: Industry 4.0 enables the digital transformation of supply chains*; Based on The Law of Accelerating Returns by Ray Kurzweil, *The Age of Spiritual Machines*
Exponential technologies: More important than ever for manufacturers

Exponential technologies are indispensable tools to help manufacturers address the bigger concerns and challenges that are part and parcel of transformation ushered in by Industry 4.0 and to transform into DMEs. These technologies grow and enable change at an accelerating pace, and are often used in conjunction with each other to fundamentally disrupt processes and industries—and create opportunities. Exponential technologies can be used in core operations and markets to move an organization beyond the realm of incremental change, and at the edge to enable true transformational growth and new business models.

Our study examined a number of exponential technologies and their potential disruptive impacts on the future of manufacturing (figure 3). Later in this report we will examine each of these technologies in greater detail (see page 26).

Figure 3. A snapshot of exponential technologies covered in this study

3D printing (additive manufacturing)
Advanced materials
Artificial intelligence (including machine learning)
Blockchain
Digital design, simulation, & integration
High performance computing/Next-gen computing
Internet of things (networks & sensors)
Advanced analytics
Advanced robotics & cognitive automation
Biotechnology/ Biomanufacturing
Cybersecurity
Energy storage
Interface of things (AR/VR/Mixed reality, wearables, gesture recognition)

Source: Deloitte analysis

Peter Diamandis’s 6 D’s framework (figure 4) explains the journey that an exponential technology takes. As the technology’s market impact plays out, barriers to entry dissolve and industry lines blur; competition emerges from nontraditional sources often looking to gain advantages beyond the product itself (customer proximity and knowledge, access to higher-order levels of data, etc.). Ultimately, small players that are more agile and adept at leveraging multiple exponential technologies may scale up, outperform, and outcompete larger industry heavyweights.

Figure 4. Exponential technologies’ role is more important than ever: 6 D’s of an exponential technology

Digitized
Information management through computers

Democratized
Accessible to a larger population due to internet and communication technologies

Demonetized
Affordable now due to economies of scale

Dematerialized
Miniaturization and elimination of dedicated single-use physical devices

Disruptive
Makes previous setting obsolete and underperforming

Deceptive
Exponential growth that is hard to spot in the beginning

Source: Peter H. Diamandis and Steven Kotler, *Bold: How to Go Big, Create Wealth and Impact the World*
Our interviewed executives overwhelmingly agree that being able to leverage innovative, exponential technologies is a matter of survival in the increasingly “disrupt or be disrupted” manufacturing industry:

“Exponential technologies are essential; whether to cut energy use or to shorten supply chains, or in making devices and products connected across the board.”  
—— Technology domain expert

“Exponential technologies are right at the top of our radar. Both our CEO and CFO are driving this strategy, and the best way to judge its importance is how much time the board has given it—whether you call it digital transformation or Industry 4.0—it is one of the top three on their list, and is going to be there for a while, for sure.”  
—— Company executive

“Vitally important, I can’t stress how important. Our industry is driven by innovation—it’s how we build products—and industry is becoming more and more competitive and is a ripe environment for innovation to happen.”  
—— Company executive

According to the hundreds of global manufacturing CEOs and executives that took part in our latest Global Manufacturing Competitiveness Index (GMCI) study with the Council on Competitiveness, exponential manufacturing technologies are key to unlocking future competitiveness. Leading 21st-century manufacturers are fully converging the digital and physical worlds, in which advanced hardware combined with advanced software, sensors, and massive amounts of data and analytics can result in smarter products and processes, and more closely connected customers, suppliers, and manufacturers. Top technology investment areas for manufacturers include advanced analytics, cloud computing, modeling and simulation, Internet of Things (IoT) platforms, and optimization and predictive analytics.
As the manufacturing industry continues to develop ever-more-advanced products and processes, future competitive advantage in manufacturing will likely tilt back to advanced manufacturing nations with robust innovation ecosystems (figure 5) versus the cost-competitive nations of the past. The GMCI revealed that traditional 20th-century manufacturing powerhouses that invested in exponential manufacturing technologies and innovation ecosystems—the United States, Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom—were among the top 10 most competitive nations in 2016 and are projected to remain there until the end of the decade. Meanwhile, the United States and China are expected to continue battling it out for the top spot in the future of manufacturing, according to our GMCI study as well as many manufacturing executives interviewed for this effort. Ultimately, the role of exponential technology increases, at both the company and country level, as the manufacturing competitiveness battleground shifts to higher-value, advanced products and processes.

**Figure 5. A look at the global manufacturing competitiveness landscape: Top 15 nations projected to be the most competitive in manufacturing by 2020**

High-skilled and technology-intensive manufacturing exports, 2014 ($ billion)

- $900 billion
- $600 billion
- $320 billion
- $30 billion

Note: Figures in parentheses represent the projected 2020 GMCI rank by CEOs

Source: Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited and US Council on Competitiveness, 2016 Global Manufacturing Competitiveness Index
Setting the stage: Digital transformation
There is a clear and compelling case for manufacturers to leverage exponential technologies and incorporate digital transformation throughout their organizations. Nearly 90 percent of respondents to a Deloitte and MIT Sloan Management Review global survey anticipate that digital trends will disrupt their industries to a great or moderate extent. Yet only 44 percent of respondents say their organizations are adequately preparing for the disruptions to come. This view is supported by insights from our exponential technology interviews, which reveal that the manufacturing industry’s pace of digital adoption is relatively slow (figure 6).

“How many manufacturers have successfully integrated exponential technologies? Only a small percentage.”
—— Technology domain expert

“I think similar to other folks, we have incredible depth of adoption in pockets, but shallow in many other places.”
—— Company executive

Figure 6. Pace of adoption is seen as relatively slow among manufacturers

Source: Deloitte analysis

Improving operational effectiveness
• Improving efficiency and productivity

Improving supply/value chain operations
• Enhancing customer engagement
• Generating and converting potential leads/bringing in new customers

Creating new, innovative products and processes for entirely new markets and/or customers
• Managing and utilizing data from all stakeholders to inform business decisions and create new business models
Why the sluggish uptake? According to our interviewed executives, several barriers exist—some logical, some psychological (figure 7).

**Figure 7. Why are manufacturers slow to adopt exponential technologies?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural and cultural challenges</th>
<th>Regulatory burdens</th>
<th>Talent constraints</th>
<th>Leadership mind-set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Inherent inertia of big manufacturing companies that thwarts change, speed, and/or agility</td>
<td>• Slowness of getting new products certified because of overly complex and/or inefficient safety and/or regulatory standards; creates drag on the system</td>
<td>• Lack of availability of talent, STEM or otherwise, throughout the manufacturing industry</td>
<td>• Lack of management commitment and vision to look beyond the immediate need to “fix a broken machine” and/or short-term shareholder value toward the future competitive space, the broader picture; disrupt-or-be-disrupted mentality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Decades of success and profitability leading to complacency around the need to change</td>
<td>• High cost of compliance and overly long, burdensome processes in which regulatory standards aren’t keeping pace with the pace of the industry</td>
<td>• Retirement of Baby Boomers and the potential loss of decades of intrinsic knowledge</td>
<td>• Inability to take larger risks without a clear vision of the ROI in advance of getting started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Corporate- and employee-level fear of failure around new experiments and initiatives</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Perception of the manufacturing industry not being seen as innovative and/or high-tech</td>
<td>• Lack of a larger organizing vision and aligning company culture, incentives, and portfolio accordingly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• High exodus of potential tech-savvy employees to other industries and sectors</td>
<td>• The presence of mind to ask and address the difficult questions, stepping outside the status quo; being bold; giving permission to experiment and fail, and enabling an agile approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Deloitte analysis
But embracing exponential technologies and innovation alone does not translate to digital-driven success. Interviewed executives indicate that moving confidently into the future means that manufacturers will need to develop a culture that is receptive to change and agility. Examples include building a corporate culture in which all stakeholders:

**SEE DIFFERENTLY**
Cultivate an outside-in perspective of the business. Identify opportunities based on current trends to create and explore multiple “provocations” that can help deliver the company’s future vision: connectivity, innovation, automation, experience, risk management, and data intelligence.

**THINK DIFFERENTLY**
Detail the future state, and the competitive, economic, and customer impacts that can be achieved through the provocations. This helps determine the organizational capabilities needed for future success in the areas of ecosystems; new business and service models; experiences and engagement; ambitions and aspirations; value enhancement; branding and values; organization and talent; enterprise operations; and customers, platforms, and data.

**DO DIFFERENTLY**
The key here is to think big, start small, act fast. Pick tangible and discrete elements that align to the future state to capture quick wins and/or learn from failing fast. Create a culture that accepts risk in order to reach the ultimate future goals. For instance, approach product and service delivery from a differentiated perspective, with an emphasis on understanding human interaction with technology and the training/retraining that is likely required; finding new areas of opportunity; and refining products through rapid in-market prototyping.

Part and parcel with the need for change in the manufacturing culture is the need for change in the manufacturing workforce that will develop, adopt, and deploy exponential technologies. The future workforce will likely need to apply a new digital mind-set to leverage emerging technologies to their fullest potential. Possessing a digital mind-set can be an important lever. According to results from a recent MIT/Deloitte study, cultures of digitally progressive companies share important characteristics. They engage in rapid experimentation, take risks, invest in their own talent, and value soft skills in leaders more than they do technical prowess. Manufacturing organizations striving to become more digitally mature should consider modeling these characteristics.
Talent: Top driver of manufacturing competitiveness in an exponential age

As manufacturers transition to an agile, technology-powered culture in an era defined more and more by exponential possibilities, companies will increasingly turn to one of their most important assets—people—to achieve new levels of output and success. Individuals are quicker and more adept at adopting new innovations than businesses—and society—as a whole. The goal, therefore, when managing future talent-related opportunities and challenges (figure 9) is to encourage individuals to seek change rather than resist it, especially as roles evolve from focusing on routine processes and tasks, to educate and retrain workers in new skill sets that focus on innovating and problem solving to unlock new forms of value in an exponential ecosystem and economy. This proactive approach will help enable businesses to better leverage employees’ capabilities to build innovative, exponentially oriented, digital products and services that capture customers’ attention and share of wallet.6

Figure 9. Exponential rate of change is creating new challenges and opportunities: Talent is key in closing the gap and increasing the rate of change

What appears to be happening

What is really happening

In fact, global manufacturing CEOs already consistently recognize talent as the top driver of manufacturing competitiveness (figure 10). Yet talent remains a critical issue across the globe, and manufacturing is competing with other industries for the best and brightest employees: More than 80 percent of US manufacturers are having difficulty finding qualified talent.7

Figure 10. What drives manufacturing competitiveness?

Global manufacturing CEOs consistently point to **talent** as the top driver of manufacturing competitiveness

- **Market forces**
  - Physical infrastructure
  - Economic, trade, financial, and tax systems
  - Innovation policy and infrastructure
  - Energy policy
  - Local market attractiveness
  - Health care system
- **Government forces**
  - Talent
  - Cost competitiveness
  - Workforce productivity
  - Supplier network
  - Legal and regulatory system
  - Education infrastructure


A persistent talent shortage is a major hurdle to the sustainability and growth of manufacturing companies. What are the reasons behind the shortage in manufacturing?

**Increasing Baby Boomer retirements:** 2.7 million Baby Boomers in the US manufacturing industry are expected to retire during 2015-2025.8

**Shortage of qualified labor:** People in skilled trades, technicians, and engineers are the most difficult to recruit in the United States.9

**Changing skill sets needed for advanced manufacturing:** Companies are increasingly looking at workers with STEM skills—software engineers, process engineers, automated systems engineers, and supply chain engineers are a few key manufacturing job roles with a future.10

**Perceived attractiveness of manufacturing among public:** While the US public believe manufacturing is vital to the economy and the standard of living, many Americans are reluctant to choose careers in manufacturing.11

Many opportunities exist to attract and retain the best and brightest in manufacturing, especially with the dawn of Industry 4.0. Interviewed executives say that highlighting the future skill set that manufacturing will require, training and/or mentoring through new forms of apprenticeship and training models, and tapping into a more tech-savvy workforce and culture will help the industry become a destination of choice for top talent.
**Future of work will require human-machine collaboration**

We heard from many manufacturing executives and technology leaders that the next industrial revolution will be centered on new combinations of humans and machines, not the replacement of one with the other. While some pundits have voiced fears that artificial intelligence (AI) could replace humans altogether, insights from our two dozen interviews indicated that is not likely. A more valuable approach may be to view machine and human intelligence as complementary, with each contributing its unique strengths to the equation.

Still, the relationship between technology and talent is, and is likely to remain, complex according to the 2017 Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends study: 41 percent of companies report they have fully implemented or made significant progress in adopting cognitive technologies within their workforce but only 17 percent of global executives say they are ready to manage a workforce with people, robots, and AI working side by side.12

Driven by accelerating connectivity, new talent models, and cognitive tools, the nature of work—and of workers—is changing. We see exponential technologies sparking the creation of new manufacturing industry jobs (requiring both new hard and soft skill sets) to flourish in the new digital and high-tech world, such as digital twin architect, collaborative robotics specialist, and predictive maintenance system specialist, while the gig economy and crowdsourcing grow the “augmented workforce.” Both developments will likely appeal to Millennials, who now constitute the largest segment of the US workforce (~34 percent) and continue to dominate decisions related to the future workplace. For example, Millennials increasingly are requesting state-of-the-art technology from their employers, thus enabling a digital workplace.13

We envision the “what,” “who,” and “where” that are changing the future of work as spanning three dimensions (figure 11), around which manufacturing executives should address many strategic questions:

**Figure 11. The three dimensions changing the future of work**
The “what” (technology & automation), “who” (talent & the open talent continuum), and “where” (workplaces, physical location) of work are dramatically changing.

- What parts of a job can we automate, and what is the human “value add” that can complement automated work? For example, factory workers that are freed-up from routine tasks can concentrate on proactive problem solving and provide greater value to companies.
- How can we re-skill and retrain people to learn technology and tools faster, and how can we design technology so it requires less training?
- How can we crowdsource activities—and use contingent, freelance, and gig economy talent—to access scarce skills and resources, save time and money, increase quality, staff peaks in production demand, and improve operational flexibility and scalability?
- Where does the work—and, more specifically, each individual task—need to be done? What physical proximity is required to serve customers and to design and develop products and services?
- How can we redesign the workplace to be more digital, open, and collaborative, yet provide opportunities for employee development and growth? Considerable research shows that the highest-performing teams (and leaders) are those that are the best-connected within and across a company.14 Does our organization have enough open, collaborative, physical and digital spaces to facilitate people-to-people engagement?
- How can we evolve and, perhaps, separate the functions of multiyear (three to five years) strategic work, workforce, and workplace planning on the one hand, and annual workforce planning (headcount) on the other, to explore scenarios that include more crowdsourcing, greater automation, and the increased use of robotics?
- What is our organizational and work design capability?
- How do we need to change and adapt our organization, leadership, career and learning models, rewards, and workforce experience to empower the new categories and types of workers required?
Manufacturers should seize the opportunity to attract top talent

We are at an inflection point for manufacturing and the future of work: due, in large part, to the application of exponential technologies, manufacturing is rapidly moving in a direction that is more innovative, creative, and high tech and, therefore, could be better positioned to attract top talent. The industry should seize this opportunity and make manufacturing companies employers of choice for top talent—but how to begin? Elevating public awareness of manufacturing’s advantages to help dispel false perceptions about the industry is an important first step to plug the skills gap. Companies should share good news about the pay, stability, security, and career trajectory of manufacturing jobs to develop a robust talent pipeline (figure 12), as it is likely to be one of a company’s biggest sources of strategic advantage in the current and future landscape.

Figure 12. Addressing the manufacturing skills gap: Sharing the good news to attract and retain top talent

Manufacturing has:

- The highest tenure for workers (9.7 years)
- One of the lowest employee turnover rates (2.3 percent)
- The highest average wages ($81,289) across all private-sector industries
- Performed more than three-quarters of all private-sector research and development (R&D)

The virtuous cycle of improving the existing image and recruiting the best talent can help reshape the US manufacturing industry and better enable it to compete in these fast-paced, innovative, and transformative times.

Source: Deloitte and the Manufacturing Institute, A look ahead: How modern manufacturers can create positive perceptions with the US public.
Building a continuous and virtuous cycle of leveraging exponential technologies and recruiting the best talent can help reshape US manufacturing, fuel innovation ecosystems, and provide advantages that will likely better enable companies to compete in these fast-paced, innovative, and transformative times (figure 13).

**Figure 13. What the future of work in manufacturing might look like**

**Mind-set**
- Agile
- Collaborative
- Nimble
- Risk taking
- Challenging

**Technology**
- Advanced analytics
- Robotics
- Artificial intelligence & cognitive technologies
- Interface of Things (AR/VR/Mixed reality)

**What the potential advantages look like**

**Transformative change**
Automate repeatable tasks to improve efficiency

**Flexibility**
Unchain profits from scale constraints to increase enterprise flexibility

**New growth**
Uncover hidden patterns to identify new opportunities for innovation

**Evidence-based decision**
Apply a science-based decision-making process informed by deeper insights

**Timely action**
Push real-time, contextual insights to decision makers at relevant moments

**Optimized behavior patterns**
Drive desired behaviors by delivering hyper-personalization at scale

**Next-gen experience**
Deploy personalized digital assistants to interact with employees and end users

**Ubiquitous engagement**
Generate personalized & contextual recommendations to key decision makers throughout organization and supply network

Source: Deloitte analysis
Exponential technologies in manufacturing

Innovation ecosystems: Creating and capturing value
Companies and nations around the world understand the strong correlation between a vibrant innovation ecosystem and economic prosperity. Many executives interviewed state that a strong foundation of R&D through basic science is required for innovation to truly flourish in the long term. Many breakthrough exponential technologies are actually seeded through decades of R&D investment. Yet many interviewees share that investment over a multiyear horizon is becoming more and more challenging, both in the private and public sector. The executives also realize that today’s highly connected, fast-paced world requires more collaboration within and across more potential players than before. Many indicate that partnering in the pre-competitive space helps the industry at large, as well as individual companies that no longer have the patience or ability to solve grand challenges alone. Some examples of the benefits of a vibrant innovation ecosystem our interviewees cite include:

• Companies that operate across one or more innovation ecosystems—environments that create and capture value by leveraging external assets and expertise—can aid differentiation by developing premium products, processes, and services that capture higher margins and anchor future growth strategies.
• At the national level, innovation ecosystems can strengthen economies by fostering an atmosphere in which new and existing companies can thrive, generating demand for a skilled workforce that earns higher wages, growing the total number of jobs in the value chain, and producing a higher overall standard of living.

Over the last century, the United States has been a vibrant innovation machine. Many executives attribute strong company- and country-level manufacturing competitiveness to the strength of the US innovation ecosystem. Though the players and their roles, relationships, and technical focus have changed over the years, as the physical and digital worlds are converging, the historically “siloed” approach has become more collaborative (figure 14).

Figure 14. Talent and exponential technologies fuel innovation ecosystems

The innovation ecosystem
An illustration of how it works at the company level

An illustration of the current US innovation ecosystem—A by-product of historical legacies and new market dynamics

Many executives we interviewed say that as they increasingly look to increase their pace of change and transformation, they are not only leveraging internal assets in new and different ways but also turning more often to resources outside of their walls, as there are clear advantages to being close to where innovation is occurring. Many have formed partnerships and/or collaborate with other companies as well as universities, venture capitalists (VCs), research organizations, and/or industry consortiums in order to inform and fuel their innovation pipeline. They also feel, for the most part, that the US innovation ecosystem has a leadership position, but others are quickly catching up. Secondary research showed that, within the global competitive manufacturing landscape, both businesses and government research and development (R&D) play a major role in innovation ecosystems (figure 15), and are committing significant resources to R&D in advanced manufacturing.

**Figure 15. Both businesses and government R&D play a major role in innovation ecosystems**

### Business and government R&D spend as % of GDP, 2000–2015

![Chart showing business and government R&D spend as % of GDP from 2000 to 2015](chart-business-gov-rd-spend-gdp.png)

### R&D financed by government, Top 5 nations, 2011 and 2015

![Chart showing R&D financed by government for the top 5 nations in 2011 and 2015](chart-rd-financed-by-gov.png)

### R&D budget as % of total federal budget, United States

![Chart showing R&D as a portion of federal budget has been on a long downward spiral since 1965.](chart-rd-federal-budget.png)

Source: Deloitte analysis based on data from Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
The United States remains the biggest spender, especially in foundational areas like basic and applied research, but China is quickly closing the gap. At the current pace, China is expected to surpass the United States in terms of R&D spend before the end of the decade. Already, many other nations have moved past the United States in terms of R&D spend as a percentage of GDP.

Though US federal funding of R&D is highest among nations, its basic and applied research spending has been flat or declining over the last decade. This federal funding plays a critical role in upstream technology development. Individual companies often have neither time nor budget to conduct exploratory research and must rely on national laboratories, universities, and/or other research institutes to close the gap.

Businesses account for the lion’s share of R&D spending, an accelerating trend across leading nations. Of the top 100 companies by R&D spend, the overwhelming majority (86) belong to the manufacturing sector, and 42 are from the United States (figure 16). Also, 62 of the top 100 manufacturing companies by revenue belong to the top four future competitive manufacturing nations. It makes sense for nations to create an environment that attracts and retains top-performing manufacturing companies, as manufacturing has the highest multiplier rate across industries.

Figure 16. Among all nations, US companies lead the global R&D spending landscape
Top 100 global R&D spending companies (based on five-year average) by country, 2012-2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Country (HQ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intel Corporation</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Corporation</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphabet Inc.</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon.com, Inc.</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toyota Motor Corporation</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honda Motor Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company B</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1: Figures inside the boxes are “Average R&D spend more than 2012–2016” in $ millions.
Note 2: Company A – a major pharmaceutical firm; Company B – a major health care firm; Company C – a multinational industrials conglomerate; Company D – a global health care firm; Company E – a major pharmaceutical firm; Company F – a global automotive OEM.

Source: Deloitte analysis based on data from S&P Global Market Intelligence; S&P Capital IQ
Venture capital investments feed innovation pipelines
Like businesses and government R&D, VC investments play a vital role in feeding the innovation pipelines within top manufacturing nations (figure 17). There was concern by some interviewed executives about the short-term, near-horizon timeline some VCs currently cite as deterrents for heavier VC activity in capital-intensive manufacturing. Some indicate more focus is needed in the mid-term horizon (e.g., five-ten years) within manufacturing technology and innovation to help further tech transfer and to close potential “valley of death” commercialization issues. A longer-term view is needed to create value (versus destroy it via a short-term activist mindset). Overall, many feel that more could and should be done to increase VC levels within the manufacturing technology space. Therefore, executives also indicate they are increasing venture capital activities internally, a growing trend for industrial companies, with some setting up their own venture funding arms to supplement traditional in-house capabilities.

Figure 17. VC investments feed innovation pipelines within top manufacturing nations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Average annual VC investments (Billions, 2012-2016)</th>
<th>VC investment as % of GDP (2016)</th>
<th>VC investments growth (CAGR, 2012-2016)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1.34%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>1.91%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.49%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.64%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.47%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.13%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Deloitte analysis based data from Thomson Reuters and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

VC investments can serve as fuel for future competitiveness and increase the efficacy of innovation ecosystems for both companies and nations. For instance, Israel is a prominent hotbed of innovation for its relative economic size, as indicated by its high VC-investments-to-GDP ratio. It is also interesting to note that in the US-China race to dominate the high-tech space, VC firms from both countries have been acquiring Israeli high-tech firms at a rapid pace over the last five years or so. Overall, the United States and China dwarf all other nations in terms of VC investments size.

Manufacturers need to plug into the innovation ecosystem
Many executives agree that exponential technologies are changing the global competitive manufacturing landscape too quickly and dramatically for any single company to keep pace in the innovation ecosystem by trying to “go it alone.” Instead, many executives indicate manufacturers should plug into an innovation network and create bilateral or multilateral relationships that:

- Facilitate two-way dialogue about what problems need to be solved and what types of solutions may be viable
- Keep network players apprised of applicable industry and technology developments
- Serve as a feeder system for ideas/building blocks for the iterative development of breakthrough innovation

“Venture capital-backed companies generate more sales, pay more taxes, generate more exports, and invest more in research and development (R&D) than other public companies, when adjusting for size.”

National Venture Capital Association
Keeping an eye on the competition: United States and China

The race for the title of top manufacturing and advanced technology nation is on. Our interviewed executives overwhelmingly indicated that the United States’ biggest competitive threat continues to be China, which is rapidly moving ahead as an advanced manufacturing nation. Against this backdrop, the role national governments play in global manufacturing competitiveness is coming into focus. As nations look to create an environment that attracts manufacturing and bolsters their economic prosperity, they should keep a watchful eye on how others are playing the game.

According to its “Made in China 2025” initiative, China has indicated its ambition is to dominate high-tech manufacturing and become self-sufficient in producing high-tech goods to meet both domestic and global demand. Already, China has surpassed the United States in terms of manufacturing output, and it is rapidly closing the gap in critical long-term indicators, including R&D spend (figure 18).

Figure 18. In terms of R&D spending, China is aggressively closing the gap with the United States

![Graph showing R&D spending comparison between China and the United States](image)

Note: Gross domestic spending on R&D is defined as the total expenditure (current and capital) on R&D carried out by all resident companies, research institutes, university and government laboratories, etc., in a country. It includes R&D funded from abroad, but excludes domestic funds for R&D performed outside the domestic economy.

Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Main Science and Technology Indicators

Efforts by the Chinese, US, and other governments to promote and/or protect their high-tech bastions may play an even greater role in the future manufacturing competitiveness arena. Yet increasing protectionist policies may prove to be a slippery slope. When carving out their competitive position, countries and companies should seek to create an environment that fuels healthy, market-based competition.

Chinese external M&A deal average annual value ($ billions), by target country (top 10 nations), 2013-2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Country</th>
<th>Average Annual Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>$20.0 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>$10.2 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>$7.0 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>$5.2 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>$5.1 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>$4.5 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>$3.4 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>$3.3 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>$3.2 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>$3.0 B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Deloitte analysis based on data from Thomson Reuters, Thomson ONE
Exponential manufacturing technologies: A deep dive

Throughout over two dozen interviews with manufacturing executives and technology luminaries, there was clear and resounding consensus that the role of exponential technologies is more important than ever before. The executives we interviewed affirm that manufacturing companies are already beginning to realize the transformative effects of exponential technologies and see significant potential across a variety of dimensions:

“Exponential technologies have enabled us to be more efficient at what we do—a massive impact of 30–40 percent in terms of efficiency and distribution costs—which could not have been done otherwise.”

—— Company executive

“Using advanced analytics and machine learning, the solutions we have figured out have been transformative—in minutes we can go through millions of variables, and this has turned into millions of dollars saved.”

—— Company executive

“The traditional manufacturing model has been product-centric. In the last two years we’ve seen new business models to capture value in services/solutions and data. Manufacturers have woken up to companies—even those outside their industry, who play the game differently; who have a platform approach—a shift from being product-centric to the product as a platform to create and capture other sources of value.”

—— Company executive
Manufacturing companies and industries can unlock the full power of exponential technologies by using them in unison to help transition from a product-centric business model to a platform model, developing and capturing value in fundamentally new ways. Figure 20 illustrates how exponential technologies can come together to create a smart, connected, Digital Manufacturing Enterprise and the types of capabilities and benefits that can be realized.

Figure 20. Example of a Digital Manufacturing Enterprise (DME) transformed by exponential technology

A future manufacturing company with higher leveraged assets, focusing on product platforms to engage customers, and leveraging exponential technologies, can be highly successful. The following deep dives look at 13 of the most promising exponential technologies that are unlocking new forms of value for manufacturers and transforming the global manufacturing industry.

Source: Deloitte, The chemical multiverse 4.0: Promising future for the strong, decisive, and persistent

Source: Deloitte analysis
3D printing (additive manufacturing)

**Description:**
3D printing is an additive process of building objects, layer upon layer, from 3D model data as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies like machining. 3D printing helps in creating intricate designs that are difficult to make through traditional methods, saves enormous amounts of time during product design and development stages, and eliminates scrap.

**Market size and growth**
During the forecast period (2016-2021):
- **Largest segments:** Automotive design—rapid prototype printing and aerospace and defense parts printing.
- **Fastest-growing segments:** Dental printing, medical implant and device printing, and product creation and prototype printing.
- **Highest-spending regions:** United States, Western Europe, and Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan).

---

**Potential issues/challenges**
1. Ensuring consistent manufacturing-grade product quality coupled with requirements for better material properties.
2. Lengthy and costly pre- and post-processing steps in the 3D printing production chain, such as model setup, support removal, and material recycling.
3. High machine and materials costs.
4. Security and intellectual property protection, regulatory challenges, and societal concerns around bio-printing of organ tissue and 3D-printed items, such as handguns.
5. Lack of industry-accepted manufacturing and engineering standards.

---

**Current applications**
- Concept modeling and prototyping; printing structural and nonstructural production parts; printing low-volume replacement parts.
- Prototyping, tooling, and functional end-use parts manufacturing in various manufacturing industries, including aerospace and defense.
- Making new 3D materials for a wide variety of applications like batteries and fuel cells, electromechanical actuators, etc.

---

**Potential future applications**
- Combining new types of novel materials to make improved automotive and aerospace parts and accessories.
- Increasing availability of 3D materials to sectors such as housing and construction; widespread use of 3D tooling and increases in 3D manufacturing speed will enable faster production of 3D-printed products.
- On-demand printing of customized products by using open-source designs and 3D scan codes.

---

**Did you know?**
By 2020, 75 percent of manufacturing operations worldwide could use 3D-printed tools, jigs, and fixtures for the production of finished goods.
Welcoming the new age of additive manufacturing

General Electric’s late-2016 purchase of two large additive manufacturing (AM) equipment suppliers signaled that the 3D printing market has shifted for a second time. The first shift came around 2008 as original patents to underlying technology started to expire, prices for simple 3D printers collapsed, and more potential users (companies and individuals) gained access to the tools. Now, with major manufacturers understanding and acting on the strategic importance of the technology, the age of AM as a production technology has well and truly arrived, particularly for industries such as health care, aviation, and aerospace.

While GE’s initial use of AM to produce sensor housings and fuel injection nozzles signaled the opportunity, the company’s recent announcements are transformative: The 35 percent of GE’s first turboprop engine that is 3D-printed reduces what was formerly 855 parts to 12, enabling GE’s entry into that engine market. Meanwhile, Invisalign built on another benefit of the technology—customization—to produce dental braces, making it the first $1 billion additive-enabled company. Medical device manufacturers, including Zimmer Biomet, Stryker, and others, are following suit by investing heavily in metal spine, hip, knee, and other implants. Meanwhile, SpaceX expects that its ratio of additively manufactured components to traditionally tooled parts soon will be 2:1.

Each of these applications brings benefits that traditional tools, still often an order of magnitude cheaper than AM, cannot provide. Whether through customization, light-weighting, part-count reduction, or pure processing capability, these AM-produced parts are paying their own way. While doing so, each bears witness to an evolution in AM materials, processes, or machines that is reducing cost and improving performance to the point where other industries and use cases seem plausible. Already, major manufacturers and users, from Caterpillar to Deutsche Bahn, are exploring AM for spare parts. Automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) also are embracing the technology; Renault recently presented its first fully 3D-printed engine block.

There is much more to do—despite the market entry of BASF, Dow, and others, the range of materials (900+ at last count) remains low and poorly characterized compared to traditional tools. And while the size of 3D printers has improved—most notably, by using standardized robotic arms as Stratasys or Viridis machines do—it still takes 24+ hours to produce a typical titanium print.

Solutions are in the works, however. Lawrence Livermore Lab published a paper on multi-array diode laser printing: the new technology improves metal printing cost and speed 10–100x. It is now being commercialized, as is culturing and “printing” biological materials. Software is aiding the additive process too: Increasing deployment of generative design tools and AM-focused simulation packages helps engineers make the most of the evolving technology and prevent build failure. Connecting AM tools to machines and everyday Internet of Things (IoT) sources is the next step in creating a fully digital idea-to-part value chain, one in which designs are created automatically based on the data that surrounds us, and processes are seamlessly executed in the most efficient way possible. By doing this, AM is demonstrating the applied use of Industry 4.0 approaches to other manufacturing sectors, which may end up being its most impactful contribution.

Mr. Wegner’s participation in this article is solely for educational purposes based on his knowledge of the subject, and the views expressed by him are solely his own. This article should not be deemed or construed to be for the purpose of soliciting business for Authentise, nor does Deloitte advocate or endorse the services or products provided by Authentise.
Exponential technologies in manufacturing

Advanced analytics

**Description:** Advanced analytics involves statistical examination and analysis of data that goes beyond generic data intelligence gathering to unearth deep, actionable insights and make predictions on an autonomous or semi-autonomous basis. It includes a range of statistical methods or procedures, including but not limited to: pattern recognition, text analytics, cluster analysis, factor analysis, multivariate modeling, multiple regression, forecasting, machine learning, simulation, and neural networks.

**Market size and growth**

**During the forecast period (2016-2021):**

- **Largest segments:** Services (IT + business) and software (end-user query, reporting, and analysis tools and data warehouse management).
- **Largest industries:** Discrete manufacturing, banking, and process manufacturing.
- **Highest-spending regions:** United States and Western Europe.

![Market Size Growth Chart]

**Potential issues/challenges**

1. Advanced analytics needs to be packaged so it is more menu-driven, user-friendly, and transparent.
2. The lag between data collection and processing has to be addressed.
3. The important managerial issues of ownership, governance, and standards have to be considered.
4. Data in certain industries is rarely standardized, often fragmented, or generated in legacy IT systems with incompatible formats.

**Current applications**

- Predicting consumer behavior and purchasing patterns; demand planning and fulfillment; smoother supply chain operations.
- Predicting the failures of circuit boards at early stages in the manufacturing process; forecasting energy demand in hyperlocal regions to predict the overload situations of energy grids.
- Monitoring real-time aircraft health; identifying system/component failures in advance; making intelligent scheduling and forecasting models.

**Potential future applications**

- Making automated recommendations; enabling self-learning supply chains with minimal human intervention.
- Matching electricity supply (from renewable sources like solar) to localized demand—which unlocks higher efficiency in electricity generation.
- Doing large-scale digitization of plane maintenance data and schedules; creating synergies across business and functional areas by enabling the “connected plane.”

**Did you know?** Advanced analytics can now predict the probability of aircrafts being delayed or canceled in the future. 36

---

30
**My take | Advanced analytics**

**William Sobel**  
Chief Strategy Officer, VIMANA  
Chair, Technical Steering Committee, MTConnect Institute

---

### Advanced industrial analytics: Engine of the industrial IoT

It is often said that data is the fuel of the industrial Internet of Things (IoT), and if data is the fuel, then analytics are the engine. For many years, industrial applications languished as other industries evolved into new areas of advanced analytics, using machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) to dig through the peta- (and then exa-) bytes of data being generated on the web and add real business value. Industrial applications, meanwhile, stayed firmly rooted in the same PLC and CNC technology that had been used since the 1980s.

It wasn’t until 2011 that the ideas of using industrial data and modern analytical approaches were promulgated by large companies such as Cisco and picked up by the market analysts. Initial estimates of market size were in the hundreds of billions and soon grew to over one trillion dollars. The core tenant was: “If we could collect all the data from all the industrial equipment in the world, it would significantly exceed the number of connected people. The possibility for value-generation would be much greater as well, since the benefits would directly impact the creation of new goods and services.”

The Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) was created in March 2014 to address industrial internet issues and the creation of systems that exhibited the correct architectural concerns to meet the requirements of industrial applications; namely safety, security, and deterministic behavior. As part of its charter, the IIC has developed a document that provides a detailed analysis of the requirements and concerns for advanced industrial analytics.

Machine learning and AI, terms that are often conflated, are the primary tools being hyped as the solution for advanced analytics. Machine learning is a subset of AI, the latter being the umbrella concept for all technologies that enable software to behave in a manner that is considered “smart.” Machine learning is a set of technologies that automates the software engineering process by using data-driven statistical approaches to find patterns and automate the creation of classification and feature detection in large data sets. These data sets are used to train the software; the resulting models can then be deployed to handle deterministic data-in-motion concerns.

The latest focus in the AI domain is deep learning, which uses multilayer neural networks to reduce the need for feature extraction. Deep learning provides a much more automated approach to creating models but also increases the complexity of the algorithms. Deep learning techniques have been around for a long time but have only been made practical recently by GPU and CPU performance advances and the availability of large-scale, low-cost, abundant storage required for creating the models.

Learning models and AI are not a panacea. These methods can solve a certain class of problems but are not always an optimal solution. The most prevalent use case is predictive health and maintenance, which has great potential value but works only with simple devices with a limited number of operational states. There are many statistical methods and real-time event process techniques, like Complex Event Processing (CEP), that have much faster time-to-value. In the future traditional techniques will likely be coupled with machine learning and AI as they gain the ability to make systems more prescriptive. The key architectural guidance is to make the systems location-independent so they can best be deployed to meet an industrial system’s requirements and their function within that system.

The true benefit of these technologies will likely be seen when we move toward self-aware industrial systems that are self-managing and that provide real-time access to their state and capabilities so the advanced analytics can reason on solutions for optimal productivity and performance. Ultimately, AI analytics will likely be the foundation of the industrial system’s ability to autonomously collaborate and optimize decision-making processes.

Mr. Sobel’s participation in this article is solely for educational purposes based on his knowledge of the subject, and the views expressed by him are solely his own. This article should not be deemed or construed to be for the purpose of soliciting business for VIMANA, nor does Deloitte advocate or endorse the services or products provided by VIMANA.
Advanced materials

**Description:** "Advanced materials" includes a whole gamut of chemicals and materials like lightweight, high-strength metals and high performance alloys, advanced ceramics and composites, critical materials, bio-based polymers, and nanomaterials. These materials can be designed and/or optimized to have excellent thermal, magnetic, optical, catalytic, structural, luminescent, and electrical properties and to display high dimensional stability, temperature and chemical resistance, flexible performance, and relatively easy processing, enabling them to be used for lighter components and/or to help address other functional design and manufacturing challenges to unlock a new set of possibilities for manufacturers.

In the future, digital and exponential technologies will likely be used to combine, iterate, produce, and engineer functionality from these different advanced materials to make new types of materials, not occurring naturally.

### Market size and growth

**During the forecast period (2016-2021):**

- **2016:** $195B
- **2021:** $283B
- **CAGR:** 7.7%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Market Size ($billions)</th>
<th>Advanced ceramics</th>
<th>Critical materials (e.g., rare earths)</th>
<th>Nanomaterials</th>
<th>Bio-based polymers</th>
<th>Advanced composites</th>
<th>Lightweight high strength metals + high performance alloys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Potential issues/challenges

1. For metals and alloys, process challenges like batch-to-batch inconsistency and tools wearing out quickly exist; machining cost for ceramics is usually high and contributes to 80 percent of overall expenses.
2. Energy efficiency and the environmental footprint of the manufacturing process of advanced materials like carbon-fiber composites are top concerns.
3. For critical materials, separating these elements from each other is costly and time consuming.
4. For bio-based polymers, further reduction of the production costs and scalability issues are top concerns.
5. Developing predictive models for estimating the potential impact of nano-materials on the environment and human health is a challenge.

### Current applications

- Reducing weight of aircraft and automobile components; used in permanent magnets in electric vehicle (EV) motors; used in automotive catalytic converters to filter toxic pollutants.
- Manufacturing sporting goods such as golf club shafts and bicycle rods; used in light emitting diodes (LEDs) for solid-state lighting, permanent magnets in wind turbine generators, and advanced battery components.
- Making anti-corrosion barrier coatings, UV protection gels, new fire-retardant materials, and superior-strength fibers and films.

### Potential future applications

- Manufacturing future airframes and vehicle bodies using higher proportion of aluminum alloys and composite materials while manufacturing aeroengines and gas turbines using more of high performance alloys.
- Increasing use of natural fiber composites in thermoplastic decking, building materials, furniture, and automotive components.
- Using carbon nanotubes in new class of display as emission device for the next generation of monitor and television; using printed organic electronics in OLED displays, lighting, thin film photovoltaics, and flexible sensors.

**Did you know?** A nanoscale biological structure is now capable of producing hydrogen from water using light.
"Less is more" and "small is the new big" in the dynamic, transformative fields of nanotechnology and nanomanufacturing. The constant search for flexible, adaptive materials and higher performance at a lower cost are making nanotechnology one of the fastest-growing technological and commercial innovations of the 21st century. Lux Research projected the value of manufacturing goods using nanotechnology to rise from $147 billion in 2007 to $3.1 trillion in 2015.46

Nanomanufacturers are using nano-scale (one billionth of a meter) materials to produce next-generation products that are stronger, lighter-weight, safer, more durable, and more reliable. Nanomanufacturing also represents the best of sustainable practices because it finds ways to exponentialize materials, reduce waste, reuse elements, and recycle materials—always considering how to make less...more!

My company, NanoMech, uses platform nanomanufacturing technologies to produce a broad range of lubricants, specialty chemicals, and coatings for companies, industries, and governments worldwide. Application areas include automotive, transportation, and trucking; retail; energy manufacturing, exploration, and service; truck and marine manufacturing; Indy and NASCAR racing; agriculture and construction equipment manufacturers; refining and formulating lubrication manufacturers; aerospace manufacturing; and advanced military applications. NanoMech is doing some fascinating work in adaptive chemistries for advanced textile coatings. We’re currently developing next-generation US Army uniforms. The requirements are rigorous: The uniform fabric must be able to withstand 55 washings a day; be microbial, odor-proof, and fireproof; be embedded with sensors that can detect the different smell of the enemy; be light, breathable, and soft; and use no harmful chemicals. It’s a multifaceted challenge that illustrates how nanomanufacturing is ushering in a new era of product design with more flexibility than ever before.

United States needs to think and act big to get small
Nanoengineering and nanomanufacturing will dramatically accelerate the development of new materials and spawn a huge range of nanoscale applications and performance specifications. But, somewhat ironically, the United States is going to have to think and act big to reap the benefits of getting small.

The United States can justifiably claim a proud history of technology innovation, but we’re becoming a mature country, getting settled in our ways, and falling behind China, India, and other ambitious nations which already have captured 80 percent to 85 percent of the materials market. Several things are holding us back from competing fully in the new nano-ecosystem. A big one is funding priorities: US venture capital is focused on the software side, and most growth in capital and new companies is in software applications. Meanwhile, other countries have been pouring money into non-software exponential technologies. The challenge of obtaining capital for deep science and manufacturing innovation could make the United States noncompetitive in the long run. Take, for example, public-private partnerships (PPPs): They’re an out-of-favor business model in the United States (at least in the recent/near term), but we are competing against countries with state-run systems that are pouring funding into their innovation infrastructure. We need to revamp and reinvigorate PPP funding to help smaller companies, in particular, innovate if we expect to be competitive.

In addition, our process for cultivating STEM-ready employees has broken down. I trace its decline back 30 years, when the US education system killed-off shop classes: You had people with aptitude in manufacturing, who used their hands and loved it, but they no longer had an outlet for their interests. The same thing happened when home economics classes were axed; women who liked biology and chemistry (and who might have gone on to major in the sciences in college) no longer had real-life opportunities to apply scientific concepts. As a result, our STEM talent pool has shrunk dramatically. We need to reinvigorate our talent development processes immediately, and this includes reactivating these core courses so the United States can once again supercharge the interest of those with the aptitude and desire to engage in STEM fields.

Most importantly, federal and state policymakers can improve the United States’ competitive footing by focusing better on technology transfer commercialization, moving quicker from ideation to innovation to commercialization, and preventing America’s innovation from becoming stranded.

Mr. Phillips’ participation in this article is solely for educational purposes based on his knowledge of the subject, and the views expressed by him are solely his own. This article should not be deemed or construed to be for the purpose of soliciting business for NanoMech, nor does Deloitte advocate or endorse the services or products provided by NanoMech.
Advanced robotics and cognitive automation

Description: Advanced robotics are machines or systems capable of accepting high-level mission-oriented commands—for example, navigating to a workplace—and performing complex tasks in a semi-structured environment with minimal human intervention. Includes autonomously or remotely guided commercial drone systems technologies, whether on land, sea, or air. Automation using robotics and cognitive technologies leads to greater efficiency by replicating human action and judgment. Combined with advances in data and analytics, this spectrum of solutions has the potential to reshape the marketplace.

Market size and growth

During the forecast period (2016-2021):

Largest segments: Manufacturing, resource industries, consumer, and health care.

Fastest-growing segments: Consumer, health care, and retail.

Largest technology segments: Hardware and services.

Highest-spending regions: Asia-Pacific (incl. Japan), Europe, and Americas.

Potential issues/challenges

1. Growing gap in the skill sets of workers in the manufacturing industry who are required to work alongside robots.
2. Acquiring robots can be very expensive, especially for small-to-medium manufacturing enterprises.
3. There are safety concerns when it comes to robots working with humans.
4. Significant advances in robotics may mostly come from AI/machine learning advances rather than further improvement in hardware.

Current applications

Widespread applications in assembly, welding and painting, and mixing as part of discrete and process manufacturing industries; using drones in intelligence gathering; chemical detection; inspecting wind turbine blades; and monitoring cellphone towers, construction activity, and mining extraction.

Collaborative robots used in manufacturing environments for tasks such as metal fabrication, packaging, testing and inspection, parts assembly, and loading and unloading.

Using robotics in aircraft manufacturing allows for more efficient production, with fewer errors and quality issues.

Potential future applications

Adaptable, multitasking industrial robots that leverage AI to learn, don’t require expensive and time-consuming reprogramming, emulate human senses, and are equipped with an array of sensors for vision recognition, sound, movement detection, and collision avoidance, and even tactile and force resistance sensing.

Human and robot “workers” that could interact and collaborate in a factory, driven by an AI “reasoner” that allocates a discrete task or tasks to each “worker” according to capabilities and to achieve greater efficiencies.

Did you know? Blurring boundaries between smart materials, artificial intelligence, biology, and robotics will likely create more sophisticated robots that may not only mimic humans but also perform tasks better, faster, and cheaper.
Collaborative robots can help close the manufacturing skills gap

Broadcast and social media outlets regularly ring alarm bells about cold-hearted robots stealing people’s jobs. But a visit to a typical factory floor often tells a different story: Many manufacturers’ overriding challenge is not preventing robot robbery; it’s finding enough people willing and able to perform the jobs that keep their factories running.

A study from Deloitte and the Manufacturing Institute states that “over the next decade nearly three and a half million manufacturing jobs likely need to be filled [in the United States] and the skills gap is expected to result in 2 million of those jobs going unfilled.” Can collaborative robot technology be part of the solution to close the manufacturing skills gap?

Unlike traditional industrial robots, which often require complex systems integration, collaborative robots can be easily programmed and installed on existing production lines, without guarding in most cases. Collaborative robot vendors are establishing ecosystems of plug-and-play components so end users can build robotic cells on their own. This enables a bottom-up, robot-as-a-tool way of deploying robots that provides quick payback and favors a manufacturer’s autonomy.

Innovative manufacturers of all sizes and in various industries are aggressively adopting collaborative robots. Typical use cases are stand-alone manual, repetitive processes such as packaging, machine feeding, or simple assembly. Increasing numbers of Fortune 500 companies are leveraging collaborative robotics to impact their bottom line. One example is Procter & Gamble, which has deployed well over 80 such robots in the past 18 months. P&G is expanding its use globally to boost productivity, reduce costs, and improve quality and safety. At the other end of the spectrum, collaborative robots’ ease of use and flexibility are allowing a new generation of manufacturing start-ups to robotize processes right from the start. One example is Lowercase, a New York City-based, high-end eyewear manufacturer. Lowercase’s operation totals three people, one collaborative robot, and one machining center.

Collaborative robot technology is ripe for mass adoption by manufacturing companies, but its implementation may necessitate an executive balancing act: Companies need to concurrently invest in and manage employees assigned to transformative robotics projects and those handling the important daily activities that keep a factory floor humming.

Think it’s difficult to hire and retain qualified manual workers today? Have you started recruiting people with robotics skills? If you haven’t, you’ll quickly realize it can be even more difficult, especially if your manufacturing facility is in a remote area. Whereas before you may have been competing for employees with the factory down the street, now you’re going up against companies of all types and sizes—including tech giants like Google, Uber, and Amazon—all of which are hiring robotics graduates. And the demand for robotics skills will only increase as robots are adopted more broadly.

The longer you wait to build your own in-house robotics staff and expertise, the harder it gets—and the further behind you’ll lag in productivity relative to competitors. Now is the time to “employ” collaborative robots to help close the manufacturing skills gap.
Artificial intelligence

**Description**: Artificial intelligence (AI) is the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence. Technologies that emanate from AI, called cognitive technologies, include: machine learning; computer vision; natural language processing; speech recognition; robotics; optimization; rules-based systems; and planning & scheduling. Specifically, machine learning refers to the ability of computer systems to improve their performance by exposure to data, without the need to follow explicitly programmed instructions.

**Market size and growth**

**During the forecast period (2016-2021):**

**Largest use cases**: Automated customer service agents, quality management investigation and recommendation systems, diagnosis and treatment systems, and fraud analysis and investigation.

**Largest industries**: Banking, retail, health care, and discrete manufacturing.

**Largest segments**: Cognitive applications, cognitive software platforms, and cognitive/AI-related services.

**Potential issues/challenges**

1. There are legal and ethical issues regarding use of AI; at the same time, consumer acceptance of AI is low.

2. Presence of inaccurate industrial data; industrial AI systems cannot be run in the cloud, but on the “edge”/on location, which limits their big-data applications and use cases.

3. Complex models made using AI must be interpretable, which sometimes is a challenge.

4. Predictive algorithms can be costly to develop.

**Current applications**

- Enabling computer vision in autonomous/semi-autonomous vehicles.
- Applying AI to robotics, automatic programming of tasks and processes in industrial settings, and enabling predictive maintenance.
- AI to transform ticketing process into a hassle-free experience and make in-flight experience personalized.

**Potential future applications**

- Leveraging AI and computer vision technologies to augment advanced safety features in vehicles and aircrafts.
- Amalgamating advanced AI into other exponential technologies like robotics, drones, etc.
- Creating full replacement for human copilots in new, autonomous aircrafts.

**Did you know?** By 2019, AI platform services could cannibalize revenues of 30 percent of market-leading companies.
While efforts toward general artificial intelligence (AI)—systems capable of a comprehensive range of cognitive tasks similar to those of people—progress, an increasing number of companies have begun to implement narrow applications of AI to improve business processes, and even customer service and experience. Think consumer-facing virtual assistants deployed to man call centers to reduce costs, or digital assistants—like Siri and Alexa—designed to make voice-enabled search, information retrieval, and even shopping, more convenient. In both instances, these applications are enabled by cognitive technologies from the field of AI: natural language processing (NLP) and speech recognition.

In manufacturing environments, computer vision—another technology within the domain of AI—has long been used on factory floors for automated inspection and quality purposes. More recently, many automotive OEMs have been equipping vehicles with computer vision to enhance safety systems and satisfy consumers. Other promising applications of artificial intelligence technologies are being considered and adopted by manufacturers—case in point: machine learning.

### Reducing downtime of critical assets in manufacturing: Machine learning for predictive, intelligent maintenance

Unscheduled downtime in industrial manufacturing operations is a killer of efficiencies and can reduce a plant’s productive output, sometimes by up to 20 percent. These disruptions also carry significant increased costs—including labor, delayed delivery, unfilled orders, and restoring production lines—with an annual estimated cost to manufacturers upwards of $50 billion, according to Deloitte research.

At the core of the problem are typically reactive approaches to maintenance, with more than three-fourths (76 percent) of downtime occurring before remediation. Despite offering some benefits, scheduled maintenance can be time-consuming, expensive, and largely ineffective in detecting incipient failures that can result in operational downtime: Some studies suggest that 85 percent of asset failures may happen despite it.

Ensuring the uptime of critical assets compels manufacturers to develop more proactive, and even predictive, data-driven approaches to maintenance to identify and preemptively address equipment issues to avoid failure and plant shutdowns. Given the ubiquitous connected nature of modern manufacturing operations, the massive amounts of information continuously streaming from industrial assets seem ripe to mine and analyze for information about the equipment status and health. Taking this unstructured data—and deriving insights, and enabling them to detect anomalies and be predictive of asset failures—requires machine learning.

### Machine learning and its promise for predictive maintenance applications

A cognitive technology emanating from the field of artificial intelligence, machine learning—to paraphrase Deloitte’s David Schatsky—refers to the ability of computer systems to access data and use it to learn and improve without explicit programming, and automatically discover patterns in data and iteratively become more accurate in predicting outcomes.

In industrial manufacturing settings, machine learning systems can learn from patterns that preceded downtime events culled from data in maintenance history. The systems can track live data to recognize those patterns, or anything anomalous that could cause fresh failures, and can inform operators when a machine requires attention and even be prescriptive of required actions.

### Case example: Leading global manufacturer of industrial pumps, seals, and valves and service provider of comprehensive flow control systems

**Challenge:** With thousands of customers in over 50 countries, the company’s existing threshold monitoring systems were only able to identify pump failures for customers a few hour in advance, providing them insufficient time to respond and fix problems to avoid failure and downtime. As well, each pump type required custom engineered algorithms for predictive capability, proving too intensive.

**Solution:** The company partnered with an AI-solutions vendor to develop an advisory application for predictive maintenance, underpinned by machine learning and augmented by natural language processing. The application proved capable of processing machine data, drawing conclusions, and codifying learnings, while enabling the rapid development of algorithms adaptable to different pump types, and scalable across plants.

**Benefits:** The company was able to provide customers a powerful predictive maintenance tool, which:

- Lowered the maintenance costs and improved asset availability for users by up to 10 percent
- Detected events or predicted failures 5-6 days in advance—instead of, as previously, hours—a 20x improvement

### To conclude...

The use of machine learning in manufacturing environments could proliferate, and help address thorny issues in manufacturing operations. From identifying which operating speeds could be most cost effective—and thereby optimizing production plans and schedules—to understanding and proactively addressing employee absenteeism, or assessing and correcting customer delivery issues, future applications of machine learning could prove beneficial.
Biotechnology/Biomanufacturing

**Description:** Biotechnology, broadly defined, involves any technological application that uses biological systems, living organisms, or derivatives thereof to make or modify products or processes for specific use. Inclusive of any technologies used to investigate, manipulate, or synthesize living organisms.

Biomanufacturing is a type of manufacturing or biotechnology that utilizes biological systems to produce commercially important biomaterials and biomolecules for use in medicines, food and beverage processing, and industrial applications. Includes manufacturing life *de novo* or with substantially different form or function from those found in nature.

**Market size and growth**

**During the forecast period (2016-2021):**

- **Largest segments:** Tissue engineering and regeneration, fermentation, PCR, nanobiotechnology, chromatography, DNA sequencing, and cell-based assays.
- **Largest industries:** Medical/Health care, food & agriculture, and environmental & industrial.
- **Highest spending regions:** North America (primarily United States), Europe, and Asia-Pacific.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Market Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$364B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$584B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Potential issues/challenges**

1. Unintended or malicious genetic modifications or changes could impact entire species and have catastrophic consequences.
2. Public concern about potential risks could result in excessive regulation, and stymie innovation and development of new products.
3. Regulatory and legal standards lacking in synthetic biology. Regulation is also lagging for biotech/biomanufacturing involving gene editing, particularly for agriculture and health.
4. Ensuring IP protection, and that technical standards are deployed, when products are transitioned to commercial status.

**Current applications**

- Renewable oils from plant sugar used in automotive applications, including prototype car tires.
- Synthetic flavorings for food and beverage products as well as synthetically derived fragrances.
- Production of apparel, including neckties and jackets made from yeast-derived spider’s silk.

**Potential future applications**

- Synthetic biological cars could be designed to adapt and repair themselves.
- “Green” bioplastics that decay naturally are on the horizon and expected to help reduce environmental waste.
- Use of synthetic biology to support astronaut health during space exploration by making it safer to store food for extended periods, and development of hydratable, single-use packets for human consumption.

**Did you know?** In the first half of 2017, 22 synthetic bio start-ups raised more than $500 million in VC, public funding, and grants.
Giving life to biomanufacturing

At Singularity University, we frame the future of life sciences-based technologies as digital biology; essentially viewing life as information. Through this data-driven paradigm, many of the trends we see in other manufacturing realms are being translated to biological manufacturing—including the manufacturing of bioactive products such as drug treatments, the manufacturing of consumables based on biomaterials, and even the manufacturing of life itself. Rapid prototyping, computer-aided design, crowdsourcing, short and dynamic supply chains, customization, real-time data analytics to achieve actionable insights, and even platform “experiences” are beginning to transform biological manufacturing.

The democratization of technologies have led to exciting developments in the animal-free, plant-free manufacturing of many biological materials that we’ve come to rely on. Cellular agriculture is on the verge of becoming economically viable at scale, thanks to the efforts of pioneers such as Modern Meadow (leather), Memphis Meats (meat), Finless Foods (seafood), and Perfect Day (dairy). Organovo is bioprinting live human tissue, with an eye on research and, ultimately, therapy. More controversially, companies such as Pembient and Ceratotech are biomanufacturing synthetic rhino horn; are these efforts supporting or undercutting conservation initiatives and anti-poaching laws around the world? These are just a few examples of manufacturing capabilities that would have seemed like science fiction just a few years ago.

Within the next decade, I believe that we will witness an explosion of opportunity in biomanufacturing. Imagine automated delivery of customized food products that are tailored to the medical history, microbiome, and schedule of each of your customers. Imaging predictive analytics that tell your manufacturing plants which customers will need which of your vaccines when—in time to maximize the efficiency of your supply chain. Imagine using CRISPR genome editing to construct animal or cell models that perfectly capture the genetic landscape of a disease, including all the variations in specific patients, to identify the ideal combinations of your drugs for personalized medicine. Imagine designing, from scratch, a bacterium whose genome includes plug-and-play modules for health monitoring, or drug production, or another tailored function.

Like tremors underfoot, the plummeting cost of foundational technologies such as DNA sequencing—the price performance of which is beating Moore’s Law—as well as accelerating advances in biotechnologies hint at profound societal and cultural changes on the horizon. By embracing an exponential mind-set now, tomorrow’s world may be one of abundance—abundant information, abundant resources, abundant health—for everyone. The future of health care, wellness, pharmaceuticals, agriculture, biological manufacturing, and so many other life sciences-based economies is right here, right now. Let’s manufacture that future.

Dr. Vora’s participation in this article is solely for educational purposes based on her knowledge of the subject, and the views expressed by her are solely her own.
**Blockchain**

**Description:** Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology that provides a way for information to be recorded and shared by a community. It is a way to structure and distribute data without the need for a centralized authority. The data recorded and transmitted through the blockchain technology is believed to be immutable, safe, secure, and tamper-proof. Simply put, blockchain technology is used to “create and manage a distributed database and maintain records for digital transactions of all types,” in a variety of industries.

**Market size and growth**

**During the forecast period (2016-2021):**

- **Largest segments:** Business and financial services and technology, media and telecom.
- **Largest protocols:** Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Ripple.
- **Highest-spending regions:** North America and Europe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0.2B</td>
<td>$2.3B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAGR=61.5%**

**Potential issues/challenges**

1. Issues with respect to integration of software/product life cycle management (PLM) platforms exist.
2. Challenges with respect to recording of events that occur during the manufacturing process, which may render a blockchain solution ineffective.
3. Both public and private blockchain networks need interoperability, which will require agreement on common standards.
4. Different laws and regulations and rights of ownership exist across shipping routes, supply chains, and multiple jurisdictions.
5. Significant collaboration and infrastructure development required to make blockchain solutions scalable.

**Current applications**

- Securely transferring an owner’s personal mobility profile, including preferences, between multiple vehicles and even third-party partners, such as car sharing or multimodal transport providers.
- Enabling greater transparency of accurate information between different parties; improving just-in-time logistics; reducing erroneous orders; improving inventory turnover.
- Used as digital currency and for reducing fraud, reducing counterfeit goods, and enabling B2B payments.

**Potential future applications**

- Tracking and verifying automotive parts; monitoring and distributing information about vehicle safety.
- Integrating blockchain with other exponential technologies—like 3D printing and IoT—to realize greater manufacturing efficiencies.
- Improving tracking in supply chains and procurement by using a shared database with suppliers and partners; enabling validation of supplier performance and reputation; and time-stamping product-related records to reduce fraud and improve supply chain security.

**Did you know?** Banks have reportedly saved $8–$12 billion annually by employing blockchain technology.\(^{83}\)
Blockchain is growing up. While most people are familiar with bitcoin, the first and still biggest use of this exponential technology, blockchain is maturing beyond its origin as the public ledger for digital cryptocurrency transactions, and entrepreneurs are beginning to apply its unique capabilities to transform entertainment, health care, manufacturing, and other segments of the economy.

Want to license and distribute a song you wrote but avoid third-party legal and management costs? Blockchain might be music to your ears. Want to tap industry cohorts for information about a potential supplier’s performance without compromising competitiveness? Blockchain participants could share insights honestly and anonymously. Need to increase your company’s in-transit supply chain visibility? Blockchain may keep parts moving more smoothly and securely.

Blockchain creates unique opportunities to reduce complexity, enable collaboration, improve efficiency, and lower costs. A shared, immutable record of linked, peer-to-peer transactions stored in a digital ledger, blockchain technology allows each participant in an open or closed network to interact (e.g., store, exchange, and view information) without mediation by a central authority. Interactions with the blockchain are visible to all participants and require verification by the network before information is added or changed.

Blockchain has countless potential applications. Three, in particular, hold promise for the manufacturing industry:

Creative ownership and licensing—In 2015, musician Imogen Heap worked with start-up UjoMusic to distribute her song “Tiny Human” on the Ethereum blockchain. Fans could use Ether, the blockchain’s digital currency, to buy a license to download, stream, remix, and sync the song; their payments were automatically directed to and shared among Heap and her collaborators, bypassing the traditional centralized intermediation of a major music label. In April 2017, music streaming giant Spotify acquired blockchain start-up Mediachain Labs; the two will develop enhanced technology for connecting artists and other rights holders with the tracks hosted on Spotify. By verifying which artists and people on a chain have creative ownership and licensing rights, blockchain can reduce copyright, distribution, and payment costs. By extension, blockchain could verify when and how a manufacturer uses other companies’ parts and patents in one of its products and make sure that the suppliers are paid accordingly.

Identity and reputation management—ConsenSys is an Ethereum-focused start-up that builds decentralized applications and various developer and end-user tools for blockchain ecosystems. Among the core components used in its digital applications (dApps), platforms, and other solutions is uPort, a decentralized digital identity platform that gives users complete control of their identity, personal information, and digital assets. ConsenSys currently is using uPort to pilot a blockchain identity application for Brazil’s Ministry of Planning, Budget and Management to verify the legitimacy of personal documents. Another ConsenSys core component, RepSys, is a multitiered reputation system that enables people, organizations, and objects to attest to the conduct of their counterparties in different types of transactions, including buying/selling, lending/borrowing/repaying, collaborating on projects, and data quality and reliability. Manufacturers seeking information on what it’s like to work with a particular supplier (and vice versa) could anonymously request and share performance reviews with participants on an industry-focused blockchain.

Supply chain management—Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is widely used by manufacturers in life sciences, consumer products, and other industries to track the flow of assets along the supply chain. Adding blockchain’s tagging and time-stamped recording capabilities can increase supply chain efficiency and reduce instances of fraud and human error by providing visibility into the provenance of a product and its sourced supplies at every stage of production. As we build additional sensors to increase in-transit supply chain visibility and eventually move toward Internet of Things (IoT) and ubiquitous sensors, blockchain potentially serves as the data or transaction layer for all of that information moving within and between organizations in an encrypted fashion.

Like other exponential technologies, blockchain is maturing at a speed that makes it difficult for manufacturing companies to stay abreast of the latest developments; collaborating with organizations that really understand the technology and its myriad potential applications can help. Suggestions include the ConSensys Academy, which describes itself as “the educational core of the Ethereum movement.” Also, don’t think about blockchain technology in isolation. The convergence of blockchain and artificial intelligence (AI), for example, has a promising future in further optimizing supply chain operations. The 21st century is all about the knowledge economy. Devoting some measure of headspace and headcount to integrating blockchain and other new and maturing technologies can help companies become and remain vibrant members of that economy.

My take: Blockchain

Nathana’ O’Brien Sharma
Program Director for Faculty Affairs and Faculty, Law, Policy, Ethics and Blockchain, Singularity University Partner, Crypto Lotus, LLC

Beyond bitcoin: Blockchain grows up

Blockchain creates unique opportunities to reduce complexity, enable collaboration, improve efficiency, and lower costs. A shared, immutable record of linked, peer-to-peer transactions stored in a digital ledger, blockchain technology allows each participant in an open or closed network to interact (e.g., store, exchange, and view information) without mediation by a central authority. Interactions with the blockchain are visible to all participants and require verification by the network before information is added or changed.

Blockchain has countless potential applications. Three, in particular, hold promise for the manufacturing industry:

Creative ownership and licensing—In 2015, musician Imogen Heap worked with start-up UjoMusic to distribute her song “Tiny Human” on the Ethereum blockchain. Fans could use Ether, the blockchain’s digital currency, to buy a license to download, stream, remix, and sync the song; their payments were automatically directed to and shared among Heap and her collaborators, bypassing the traditional centralized intermediation of a major music label. In April 2017, music streaming giant Spotify acquired blockchain start-up Mediachain Labs; the two will develop enhanced technology for connecting artists and other rights holders with the tracks hosted on Spotify. By verifying which artists and people on a chain have creative ownership and licensing rights, blockchain can reduce copyright, distribution, and payment costs. By extension, blockchain could verify when and how a manufacturer uses other companies’ parts and patents in one of its products and make sure that the suppliers are paid accordingly.

Identity and reputation management—ConsenSys is an Ethereum-focused start-up that builds decentralized applications and various developer and end-user tools for blockchain ecosystems. Among the core components used in its digital applications (dApps), platforms, and other solutions is uPort, a decentralized digital identity platform that gives users complete control of their identity, personal information, and digital assets. ConsenSys currently is using uPort to pilot a blockchain identity application for Brazil’s Ministry of Planning, Budget and Management to verify the legitimacy of personal documents. Another ConsenSys core component, RepSys, is a multitiered reputation system that enables people, organizations, and objects to attest to the conduct of their counterparties in different types of transactions, including buying/selling, lending/borrowing/repaying, collaborating on projects, and data quality and reliability. Manufacturers seeking information on what it’s like to work with a particular supplier (and vice versa) could anonymously request and share performance reviews with participants on an industry-focused blockchain.

Supply chain management—Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is widely used by manufacturers in life sciences, consumer products, and other industries to track the flow of assets along the supply chain. Adding blockchain’s tagging and time-stamped recording capabilities can increase supply chain efficiency and reduce instances of fraud and human error by providing visibility into the provenance of a product and its sourced supplies at every stage of production. As we build additional sensors to increase in-transit supply chain visibility and eventually move toward Internet of Things (IoT) and ubiquitous sensors, blockchain potentially serves as the data or transaction layer for all of that information moving within and between organizations in an encrypted fashion.

Like other exponential technologies, blockchain is maturing at a speed that makes it difficult for manufacturing companies to stay abreast of the latest developments; collaborating with organizations that really understand the technology and its myriad potential applications can help. Suggestions include the ConSensys Academy, which describes itself as “the educational core of the Ethereum movement.” Also, don’t think about blockchain technology in isolation. The convergence of blockchain and artificial intelligence (AI), for example, has a promising future in further optimizing supply chain operations. The 21st century is all about the knowledge economy. Devoting some measure of headspace and headcount to integrating blockchain and other new and maturing technologies can help companies become and remain vibrant members of that economy.

Ms. Sharma’s participation in this article is solely for educational purposes based on her knowledge of the subject, and the views expressed by her are solely her own. This article should not be deemed or construed to be for the purpose of soliciting business for Crypto Lotus, nor does Deloitte advocate or endorse the services or products provided by Crypto Lotus.
Cybersecurity

**Description**
Though typically not considered a discrete exponential technology in itself, cybersecurity technologies, processes, and practices serve as hygiene factors and are essential in ensuring that the full potential of exponential technologies is realized. The role of cybersecurity becomes even more essential today as significant operational risks for connected, smart manufacturing, digital supply networks, and entire manufacturing ecosystems emerge—risks that lie at the intersection of cyber and physical infrastructure. The combination of a variety of secure and sophisticated tools powered by AI/machine learning enables real-time responses to cybersecurity threats. This greatly helps in empowering a secure, vigilant, and resilient approach to Industry 4.0-enabled devices, digital networks, and more broadly, manufacturing environments.

**Market size and growth**

**During the forecast period (2016-2021):**

**Largest segments:** Security services: IT outsourcing and consulting, firewall equipment, and infrastructure protection: security software.

**Fastest-growing segments:** Security testing, security services: IT outsourcing, and identity access management.

**Highest-spending regions:** North America, Europe, and Mature Asia (excl. China).

![Market growth graph](chart.png)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Market Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$81B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$117B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAGR=7.7%**

**Potential issues/challenges**

1. Need for executive- and board-level engagement and adequate funding.
3. Theft of intellectual property.
4. Talent: Employees as weakest link to cyber-threats; dearth of skilled cybersecurity workers; many companies in industry lack dedicated Chief Information Security Officer.
5. Connected products: Connectivity security, data ownership and management, and consumer/customer privacy.

**Current applications**

- Hiring of a Chief Information Security Officer and dedicated security team; performing penetration testing and war-gaming scenarios within IT and OT groups; in industrial environments, inventory and security testing of all assets and continuous monitoring for potential security events, unauthorized access, or changes; implementing ICS Security programs to remediate any weaknesses.

- Comprehensive and layered security solutions for connected cars that protect privacy, ensure safety, and thwart unauthorized access.

- Designing, developing, and implementing Product Security Programs™ to secure connected products both at an enterprise level (e.g., security incident response) and product level (e.g., technical security testing).

**Potential future applications**

- Within digital supply networks, addressing cyber imperatives around data sharing, proprietary data security, and assuring trust in vendor processing.

- Implementing intrusion detection systems to detect malware in 3D printing instructions or encoded in the structure of items being scanned to produce objects.

- Supply chain partner security validation and audits within manufacturing value chains and secure product procurement from vendors to assist with identification of cybersecurity and privacy risks with the products, subcomponents, or services being procured.

**Did you know?** There could be 3.5 million cybersecurity jobs unfilled, globally, by 2021.
Building resiliency in the age of escalating cyberattacks

Cyber threats can come from any direction and have cascading consequences. Manufacturers may not be the direct target of a specific cyberattack, yet they can easily become collateral damage and suffer major business disruptions. For example, the recent "NOTPETYA" computer virus epidemic was a "wiper" style malware that disrupted older operating systems within the global manufacturing infrastructure: Automotive companies, a cocoa manufacturer, and a major pharmaceutical company, among others, had their operations temporarily shuttered. The "patient zero" target was a small tax accounting software vendor in Ukraine, but the situation quickly spread to the manufacturing industry. Unfortunately, the affected companies either did not have the required cybersecurity resources in place to monitor for such potential threats or they were unable to patch out-of-date operating systems used on production line computers in time to prevent the damages from this particular attack.

Cybersecurity should be a major strategic focus for manufacturers in every industry and region, and control and management should extend beyond information technology (IT) to operating technology (OT) and manufacturing technology assets—especially if they are running on old, legacy operating systems. In many industries, there is an underlying misperception that these systems are air-gapped—in other words, safe from cyber threats because they are not connected to the worldwide web, or to other unsecure computers or networks. But the reality is, even such systems today are more vulnerable to targeted or tangential attacks than previously thought. Cyber adversaries have proven they can hack into such environments through self-propagating computer viruses (also called worms) that will spread between systems using internal shared networks or even thumb drives shared between devices. For more modernized manufacturers, researchers doing a proof-of-concept demonstration hack last year on industrial robots were able to conduct remote attacks on the computers that control the robots on the production lines. Individual manufacturing companies aren’t necessarily at fault when a cyber breach occurs. Compromised third-party software can render an organization’s technology assets vulnerable, which points to a wider, collective manufacturing ecosystem issue. Fortunately, companies are beginning to recognize that in a connected, IoT, modern manufacturing world they may be more vulnerable to a cyberattack than before and that the potential consequences are greater. Manufacturing companies that are ahead of the cybersecurity curve typically concentrate on three things:

1. **Talent and know-how.** Forward-thinking manufacturers invest in cyber tech and cyber talent. As seen in industrial controls, energy, and a few other industries, these companies typically have a Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) who reports to the Chief Information Officer (CIO) or directly to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) or company board. The CISO heads a department of security experts who protect all of the organization’s cyber and physical assets. These leading companies also have internal research teams that employ a hacker mind-set to test existing systems (sometimes called “red team testing”) and recommend protective (and proactive) actions.

2. **Digital twin technology.** A number of large companies are looking at digital twin technology, a way to model the closed-loop product development and manufacturing process to identify which “crown jewels” in a manufacturing facility are at risk of a cyberattack and to simulate what a protective software upgrade would look like. Ideally, the time to introduce security features is up-front during design; the process becomes exponentially more costly and complicated when it is introduced as an afterthought.

3. **Technology ingredients lists or “bill of materials” (BOM).** Manufacturing supply chains are increasing in size and complexity. An ingredients list improves tracking and accountability and provides clear pointers to who makes what component and where it comes from. A BOM can assist by identifying all open-source and third-party software components, allowing the organization to respond to any possible security vulnerabilities or breaches. Ingredients lists are already in use by certain medical device manufacturers and have applicability in other industries that are highly dependent on critical supply chain security.

The concept of creating supply chain accountability and transparency speaks to the importance of taking an ecosystem approach to manufacturing cybersecurity. It also points to the need for collaboration. I can see opportunities for collaborative cybersecurity frameworks popping up among companies with good experiences in tackling complex security challenges and in countries that have dealt with cyberattacks.

---

**Ms. Elazari’s participation in this article is solely for educational purposes based on her knowledge of the subject, and the views expressed by her are solely her own.**
Digital design, simulation, and integration

**Description:** Digital design, simulation, and integration (DDSI) is the conceptualization and digital construction of a virtual prototype or a process achieved through computer simulation of a physical product or a process. Simulation models are developed through logic and symbolic relationships between entities to study the behavior of a system that evolves over time. DDSI is inclusive of digital thread, digital factory design.

**Market size and growth**

**During the forecast period (2016-2021):**

- **Largest segments:** Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software.
- **Fastest-growing segments:** Design automation, plant design, product design & testing, and drafting & 3D modeling.
- **Highest-spending regions:** United States.

![Market Size Growth Graph]

**Current applications**

- Fostering design collaboration and providing an environment to share best practices in digital manufacturing.
- 3D CAD modeling used to design, test and validate designs, prior to tool manufacturing.
- Use of CAD permits auto manufacturers to design sophisticated parts and components by using advanced tools to detail the designs.

**Potential issues/challenges**

1. High cost to either purchase or license engineering and design software.
2. Conversely, increase in open-source engineering and design software impacting engineering and design software market.
3. Talent pool shortage and/or learning curve/lack of technical expertise in advanced design software (i.e., 3D CAD/CAM).
4. Ensuring intellectual property protection and safety of design content in cloud and/or open-source environments.

**Potential future applications**

- Enabling digital integration and access to digital data across the manufacturing life cycle in the future factory, and enabling greater supply chain visibility.
- Advanced technologies from IoT to additive manufacturing to advanced analytics could speed and improve the design cycle, reduce time to market, and link design to smarter products.
- Simulation could enable the virtual testing of plant production systems at planning phase to prevent any potential faults, even before any components have been installed.

**Did you know?** Automakers switching from 2D to 3D CAD have realized 20 percent reduction in design time.
One foot in the future can maximize today's technology investments

Manufacturing is well-known for its leading-edge use of technology advancements including machine vision and robotics. As the rest of the world catches up, new solutions are being created that will need to be refolded into manufacturing. Stanford Research Institute, for example, developed two novel mechanical transmissions in 2017—a 98 percent-efficient transmission and an infinitely variable transmission. Stanford designed these transmissions for lightweight humanoid robotics, but they will likely have direct impact on the key manufacturing areas of power generation, power consumption, and machine capability.

Other new processes and technologies are expected to benefit manufacturing: Combined-cycle additive and subtractive processes can merge into one machine utilizing low-cost, accessible robotics. Additive manufacturing can enable customized tooling design and fabrication. Machines can incorporate sensors and analytics to minimize downtime and increase machine-to-machine awareness, and provide the ability to optimize work flow based on as-built configurations. Inflatable structures emerging from cloud-based simulation capability gains can unlock fluid structure interaction capabilities. The convergence of this digital simulation capability tracking with maturing material technology—specifically, practical applications for graphene/carbon and micro-lattice—can enable minimal material solutions that are structurally robust and rapidly deployable. Multi-species robotic assembly and manufacturing can transform construction and disaster management. Robotics will no longer be viewed as a computer-controlled single machine capable of complex tasks but as multiple connected, distributed machines carrying out complex series of tasks with onboard insights programmable by various types of computers (quantum, biologic, photonic). Software tools such as generative design can enable design curation in collaboration with software and create thousands of possible solution spaces.

Manufacturing companies that invest in these and other new, digital technologies can benefit via process improvements, operating efficiencies, cost savings, and improved employee satisfaction. But the prospect of these gains doesn't always translate into immediate uptake: Technology adoption faces cultural, regulatory, and financial challenges. Many manufacturers are aware of emerging technologies, but unless they deliver a near-term, direct, quantifiable benefit, it can be difficult for management to rationalize major shifts away from the way business is currently conducted. Investing in a new technology at the wrong time could result in a large expenditure that does not produce anticipated gains. Companies looking to maximize today’s investments should have one foot in the future but be mindful of the present. A suggested approach is to allocate a small group to drive technology innovation, harvest successes, and integrate them into the larger organization. And, sometimes, moving forward means looking back at a technology that didn’t make sense 10 years ago but has matured enough that it offers great promise for tomorrow.

Mr. Vergalla’s participation in this article is solely for educational purposes based on his knowledge of the subject, and the views expressed by him are solely his own. This article should not be deemed or construed to be for the purpose of soliciting business for Free Flight Research Lab, nor does Deloitte advocate or endorse the services or products provided by Free Flight Research Lab.
Energy storage

**Description:** Energy storage technologies enable higher, more efficient, mobile/nonmobile storage and capture of energy for use-on-demand applications. These technologies enable a more resilient energy distribution infrastructure and bring more cost savings to utilities and consumers. Energy storage mainly includes: solid-state batteries, flow batteries, flywheels, compressed air energy storage, thermal, and pumped hydro-power.

**Market size and growth**
During the forecast period (2016-2021):

**Largest use cases:** Electric vehicles, smartphones/tablets, and residential.

**Largest industries:** Consumer electronics, transportation, and stationary.

**Highest spending regions:** United States, China, and Europe.

**Potential issues/challenges**

1. High up-front cost of developing and commercializing energy storage systems is a large barrier to ready adoption.
2. Lack of familiarity with storage technology among utilities, regulators, and financiers.
3. Need for highly skilled and experienced technicians to maintain and operate energy storage systems correctly.
4. Regulations exist that prevent storage from competing in energy, ancillary service, or capacity markets.

**Current applications**
- Using electricity storage for electric vehicle charging; lowering fuel consumption.
- Reducing facility electricity costs by charging batteries at night when electricity costs are low, and using that energy during the day to avoid expensive peak-hour electricity prices and demand surcharges.
- Developing and using lithium-based batteries, proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells for aerospace applications that require higher energy density and storage requirements.

**Potential future applications**
- Integrating IoT with energy storage technologies can increase its effectiveness and efficiency.
- Increasing use of distributed energy storage systems in residential, commercial applications where solar and other renewable energy integration is happening at a rapid pace.
- Creating higher-density solid-state batteries and reducing cost of energy storage systems will enable these technologies to be used in a variety of industries.

**Did you know?** The US energy storage market is set to “explode”—from 6 gigawatts (GW) in 2017 to over 40 GW by 2022.
My take | Energy storage

Ramez Naam
Co-chair, Energy & Environmental Systems, Singularity University

Manufacturing powers up clean energy storage

When it comes to energy production and consumption, the long-held truism that “you can have it cheap or you can have it clean” soon may be replaced by “you can have it cheap and you can have it clean.”

Organizations and individuals understandably want to purchase the least expensive energy available; historically, that has been energy generated from fossil fuels. But the picture is changing: In certain parts of the world, solar energy is becoming the cheapest unsubsidized energy you can buy; in others, it’s wind power—and countries, companies, and consumers are taking advantage of the trend.

Factors powering clean energy’s rise include improving and less costly production and storage technology; companies’ growing commitment to manufacturing their products using clean energy; and nations’ increasing investments in solar and wind energy to reduce pollution from fossil fuels. Saudi Arabia, for example, plans to develop 30 solar and wind projects over the next 10 years as part of a $50 billion program to boost power generation. The world’s biggest photovoltaic solar plant—at 1.2 gigawatts—is scheduled to begin operating in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, by April 2019. Government-owned Abu Dhabi Water & Electricity Authority received a then-record-low bid of 2.42 cents a kilowatt-hour (kwh) for power from the planned facility. In November 2017, Mexico saw even lower bids of 1.9 cents a kwh for new solar power plants. India has now seen solar bids as low as 3.8 cents a kwh, 20 percent cheaper than the price of new coal.

Among options for companies looking to tap into clean energy savings are building manufacturing facilities in countries that generate ample (read: inexpensive) solar or wind power; installing solar panels on existing buildings’ roofs and generating some of their own energy; or investing in an energy storage system in which on-site batteries stockpile electricity from rooftop solar panels or the grid overnight to use during peak cost times.

While it’s early days in manufacturing’s use of on-site energy storage (in which batteries and operational software typically are provided by a vendor and paid for as a service), the approach is worth considering for a couple of reasons. First, it provides protection in case of a grid blackout. Second, it can save money on energy consumption. Many commercial buyers pay a higher price and additional surcharges for electricity during daylight hours when demand is greatest. If a manufacturer can store excess energy (from rooftop solar or the cheap, off-peak grid electricity), it can use that electricity instead of the much more expensive grid power during peak cost times in midday and afternoon.

There are some operational issues to work out before clean energy production and storage can go mainstream in manufacturing. A big one: variability and availability. Companies can access electricity from the grid at any time, but there is no solar power when the sun doesn’t shine. How can solar customers save energy during a string of rainy days? Also, the availability of energy varies by time of day—no solar at night, right? Can manufacturers align their most energy-intensive processes with the time of day energy will be the most available and least expensive?

Manufacturers interested in exploring the benefits of clean energy production and storage should talk to their customers about how important it is that their products be produced by clean energy; investigate the feasibility and cost of installing on-site energy collection and storage devices, and discuss options with alternative energy providers and energy storage vendors.

Mr. Naam’s participation in this article is solely for educational purposes based on his knowledge of the subject, and the views expressed by him are solely his own.
High performance Computing/Next-gen computing

Description: High performance Computing (HPC) refers to the practice of aggregating computing power in a way that delivers much higher performance, i.e., systems that typically function above a teraflop or $10^{12}$ floating-point operations per second, in order to solve large highly complex problems in science, engineering, or business. Next-generation computing includes: cognitive computing, quantum computing, neuro-synaptic computing, and DNA computing as emerging concepts and computing architectures.

Market size and growth

During the forecast period (2016-2021):

Largest segments: Servers and storage.

Fastest growing segments: Quantum computing and high performance data analytics.

Highest spending regions: North America and Europe.

Potential issues/challenges

1. Paucity of memory capacity and bandwidth required for optimal functioning of advanced supercomputers.
2. Lack of tolerance for some degree of hardware failure without inhibiting workload execution.
3. Outside interferences include heat, internal defects, magnetic noise, and vibrations that disrupt quantum computing.
4. Scalable quantum computing with error correction has not yet been proven in practice.
5. Managing energy use and efficiency for exaflop computing systems.

Current applications

- Designing and analyzing internal combustion engines using simulation models on supercomputers; performing virtual crash testing for automobiles; analyzing the deformation profile of plastics and metals; simulating wear and tear of moving parts.
- Modeling components and testing assembled systems without the need to create physical prototypes; shortening the time to discovery in many manufacturing industries while accelerating the product development process.
- Performing and modeling blood flow analysis for medical devices; genome processing and sequencing; drug design; molecular modeling; and biology simulation.

Potential future applications

- Inspecting infrastructure; enabling intelligent supply chain; predicting the properties of futuristic/exotic materials; modeling and simulating real manufacturing processes to fix errors.
- Using quantum computation to uncover new, high-density designs that could considerably increase the capacity of batteries for electric vehicles.
- Analyzing inventory; optimizing logistics and supply chain; marketing offers to varied consumers.

Did you know? Japan’s K supercomputer has conducted huge simulations of how earthquakes can play out in cities like Tokyo.
Kick-starting the industrial age of quantum computing

After nearly 20 years of theorizing and experimenting, major computer hardware companies, venture capital (VC) firms, and governments (led by the European Union and Canada) have finally begun investing heavily (more than a billion dollars combined) to kick-start the industrial age of quantum computing.

Quantum computing (QC) is a spectacular manifestation of the attention of the tech world to paradigm-shattering new approaches to computation. It needs to be contextualized within the many different hardware approaches (e.g., Annealers, Optical Coherent Machines, Neuromorphic, DNA-Computing, Spintronics) that have been proposed to circumvent the computational bottlenecks produced by scaling the quality of solutions for problems arising in machine learning, big data, and optimization.

A combination of two factors is driving industrial interest in quantum computing:

• Realization that these computer science problems could benefit from special-purpose, hardware-optimized devices designed specifically to accelerate the solution and reduce the energy consumption of particular classes of problems
• Fear of missing out (FOMO) on being an early mover in what could be a key competitive advantage in the next decade

Another factor increases QC’s future appeal—it has the potential to offer some known, algorithmic-level advantages which, at a large scale, would be mathematically unbeatable by any non-quantum information processing technology. The caveat is that these known advantages would not be practical for more than a decade at quantum computers’ current and projected growth of power. Even when the known algorithms become runnable, their impact on industrial optimization and artificial intelligence (AI) is not likely to be a game-changer.

Notwithstanding QC’s known advantages, forward-looking enterprises and investors are mostly fascinated by the unknown: It may be possible to invent quantum algorithms that could be practically deployable within a decade and could deliver exponential speed-up. But we don’t yet know enough about quantum information processing to determine this, and we won’t likely learn much more about this elusive field of applied science unless (and until) we have a quantum computer to play with—a classic chicken-and-egg problem.

There is no clear “big win” in sight, but QC as a research field has grown exponentially in the last five years. Today, the community at large encompasses nearly 10,000 researchers, not including the numerics practitioners in finance, optimization, and AI, who are approaching the field from the perspective of end users. This, I believe, is the perspective that is appropriate for the manufacturing industry. Innovation departments in charge of automation, operations research, planning and scheduling of robotic operations, value-chain optimization, and machine learning should: (1) evaluate which of the current computational approaches could be ported to benefit from quantum cloud computing in five to seven years; (2) design new, high-end computation systems in a modular way so they could be effectively hybridized with quantum and unconventional dedicated processors; and (3) identify which among the current numerical challenges in their business is presenting a significant bottleneck in terms of intrinsic exponential difficulty that could be potentially addressed by disruptive, unconventional methods.

To facilitate this computational evolution, IBM and Google (along with start-up companies such as Rigetti Computing and IonQ) are creating an experimentation ecosystem by providing free cloud access to their processor prototypes to any qualified researcher. Another groundbreaker is D-Wave Systems, the first QC company with a commercially viable product—a quantum annealer (i.e., a computer) that can be used as a “black box” to solve discrete optimization problems. D-Wave is selling computing time on the cloud to enterprise customers. In addition, several government institutions and innovation programs have created collaborative opportunities to test the machine for free; for example, the USRA Research Opportunity Program, which makes available the computer installed at NASA Ames Research Center.

Technology providers recognize that there is still a long way to go before making quantum computing “plug-and-play” and that success likely will come via a hybridized, quantum-classical system dedicated to solve specific problems that are collaboratively identified with the end-user community.

Mr. Venturelli’s participation in this article is solely for educational purposes based on his knowledge of the subject, and the views expressed by him are solely his own.
# Interface of Things

**Description:** Interface of Things includes: virtual reality (VR), which creates a fully immersive digital environment that replaces the user’s real-world environment; augmented reality (AR), which overlays digitally-created content into the user’s real-world environment; mixed reality (MR), a subset of AR, which seamlessly blends the user’s real-world environment and digitally created content, where both environments can coexist and interact with each other; wearables that enable users to take real-world actions by providing relevant, contextual information precisely at the point of decision making; gesture recognition technology that enables humans to communicate and interact with a machine, naturally, and without any mechanical devices.

## Market size and growth

**During the forecast period (2016-2021):**

- **Largest segments:** Mixed reality and wearables.
- **Largest industries:** Retail, discrete manufacturing, and process manufacturing.
- **Largest use cases:** Retail showcasing, product development, and industrial maintenance.
- **Highest-spending regions:** United States, Asia-Pacific (excl. Japan), and Western Europe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Market Size (in billions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$1,638</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAGR = 34.0%

## Potential issues/challenges

1. VR/AR devices’ need for: greater computational power, battery life, better field of view, new eye-tracking techniques, lower price point, better bandwidth, as well as security and privacy considerations.
2. Brands may be unclear on how to create a customer experience using AR/VR, as consumers may be unsure of usefulness.
3. Wearables have experienced product recalls, litigation risks, patent breaches, and medical liability risks.
4. Safety and regulatory compliance implications, especially in critical infrastructure environments.

## Current applications

- Head-mounted displays used for hands-free instruction or training in simulated environments, and for remote expert assistance and collaboration.
- Replacing assembly manuals with smart glasses displays is enabling aerospace companies to realize substantial reductions in wiring production time.
- Wearables for quality checks and assurance at automotive assembly plants.
- Gesture control of interactive visual display systems for marketing or promotional purposes in retail environments.

## Potential future applications

- Use of virtual reality to optimize and design factories.
- Simulation of an entire factory or warehouse to enable workers to train to use equipment more safely and efficiently.
- An AR solution that would allow a technician within a factory to view and respond to environmental data about a piece of machinery.
- Auto retailers in showroom can provide 3D car configurators to enable customers to explore and interact with a 3D virtual car.

## Did you know?

BVR/AR headset shipments could reach 100 million units by 2021.
My take | Interface of Things

Aaron Frank
Principal Faculty, AR/VR, Singularity University

Game on: Mixed-reality technologies on the factory floor

Earlier this year, Protectwise, Inc., a cybersecurity startup in Denver, Colorado, released a new visual interface technology—one that allows security analysts to navigate through data from a company’s IT systems in a 3D video game city.131 The tool works by representing each machine on an IT network as a building. The height, width, and color of each building provide an analyst with information about what’s happening with the machine, and whether a data breach might be taking place.

It seems fitting that Protectwise’s mixed-reality tool was developed by a Hollywood visual designer who worked on films including Tron: Legacy. As futuristic as this IT city scenario appears, fairly soon large companies may have war rooms of Oculus Rift-wearing security professionals patrolling their company’s digital infrastructure inside video game worlds like these. In fact, the future of work for numerous business professionals and technicians may appear ripped straight from the script of a big-screen science fiction blockbuster.

While immersive computing and mixed-reality technologies like augmented and virtual reality are only recently emerging as relevant business tools, expect them to fundamentally reshape the relationship between workers and their business processes. For manufacturing companies that rely on industrial equipment, for example, augmented reality glasses or other head displays will provide real-time instruction to equipment service professionals by overlaying visual guides on the machines they’re troubleshooting—or enable far-away experts to guide local technicians through the repair process. This guided approach has the potential to lower skill barriers, increase operational efficiencies, improve worker satisfaction, and create an experience closer to that of playing a real-life video game.

Taking a step further into the future, businesses may routinely create entire simulations of their factories or warehouse floors so that employees can train to operate equipment more safely and effectively. StriVR, a Menlo Park, California-based start-up spun out of Stanford University, is already working with several large companies to develop relevant training scenarios for its employees using interactive footage filmed with 360-degree cameras—employees may not be allowed on the factory floor until they can demonstrate proficiency in beating what is effectively a real-world training game.

Companies hoping to dive right in and adopt mixed-reality tools should expect to take an experimentation-based approach in the short term. As these exponential technologies continue their development, the AR/VR ecosystem will need to develop more uniform hardware and software specifications, and a more robust set of tools for developers to build out relevant applications. In the long run, however, mixed-reality platforms will create a workforce that’s far more engaged, capable, and productive.

As my colleague Jody Medich, Director of Design at Singularity University, says, “Our brains have evolved powerful ways of processing information that depend on dimensionality.” Humans are 3D thinkers—and tools like these will give technicians a way of working with their equipment that’s far more intuitive and efficient.

Mr. Frank’s participation in this article is solely for educational purposes based on his knowledge of the subject, and the views expressed by him are solely his own.
# Internet of Things (IoT)

**Description:** Internet of Things (IoT) refers to an amalgamation of advanced software, cost-effective sensors, and network connectivity that allow objects to interact digitally. The IoT concept involves connecting machines, facilities, fleets, networks, and even people to sensors and controls; feeding sensor data into advanced analytics applications and predictive algorithms; automating and improving the maintenance and operation of machines and entire systems; and even enhancing human health.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market size and growth</th>
<th>Potential issues/challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Internet of Things (IoT) refers to an amalgamation of advanced software, cost-effective sensors, and network connectivity that allow objects to interact digitally. The IoT concept involves connecting machines, facilities, fleets, networks, and even people to sensors and controls; feeding sensor data into advanced analytics applications and predictive algorithms; automating and improving the maintenance and operation of machines and entire systems; and even enhancing human health.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Internet of Things (IoT) refers to an amalgamation of advanced software, cost-effective sensors, and network connectivity that allow objects to interact digitally. The IoT concept involves connecting machines, facilities, fleets, networks, and even people to sensors and controls; feeding sensor data into advanced analytics applications and predictive algorithms; automating and improving the maintenance and operation of machines and entire systems; and even enhancing human health.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Market size and growth</strong></td>
<td><strong>Potential issues/challenges</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During the forecast period (2016-2021):</td>
<td>1. Thwarting threat actors from hacking industrial control systems at nuclear power plants or in connected cars is vital for safeguarding critical assets and human life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Largest segments:</strong> Manufacturing, transportation, consumer, and utilities.</td>
<td>2. Determining use cases, developing a business case, justifying initial investment, and proving ROI are common challenges for manufacturers considering implementing IoT projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fastest-growing segments:</strong> Insurance, consumer, health care, and retail.</td>
<td>3. Existing IoT-enabled products that don’t offer enough tangible benefits relative to cost of investment could stymie further customer adoption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Largest technology segments:</strong> Hardware, services, and software.</td>
<td>4. In the manufacturing ecosystem, establishing who owns the data generated by IoT applications—the manufacturer or its suppliers, vendors, or customers—can be a thorny issue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Highest-spending regions:</strong> Asia-Pacific (excl. Japan), United States, and Western Europe.</td>
<td><strong>Current applications</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image.jpg" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td>Services related to vehicle, driver, and passenger safety, such as automatic crash notification that alerts emergency responders when an accident has occurred; enabling communication of the vehicle with other vehicles and its surroundings (V2V and V2I).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image.jpg" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td>Developing smarter products and services; adding visibility on the shop floor; reducing the time-to-market of products and solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image.jpg" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td>Monitoring aircraft engine health and optimizing engine performance based on data collected from sensors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image.jpg" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td>Collecting and relaying car-related data back to auto OEMs and insurers that could enable them to make better informed business decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image.jpg" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td>Managing material costs, product price, and demand fluctuations by analyzing big data, enabling integrated smart connected assets and operations and, eventually, an autonomous production environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image.jpg" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td>Improving airport operations using sensor data to proactively manage ground operations based on insights gathered from across the entire airport.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Did you know?** The number of connected IoT devices, sensors, and actuators could reach over 46 billion by 2021.
My take | Internet of Things (IoT)

Dr. Kevin A. Shaw
Chief Technology Officer and Co-Founder, Algorithmic Intuition Inc.
Faculty, Networks and Computing, Internet of Things and Sensors, Singularity University

Getting a sense of sensors’ promise

Smartphones, tablets, the Internet of Things (IoT), connected homes, wearables, and other emerging devices are proliferating in popularity because they give us sense of the world around us. It’s like extending our nervous systems around the globe. Couple these myriad devices with fast internet activity and we become part of a continuous, pulsing creation wrapping the world in sensors—a system so large many view it as the largest single system yet made by man.

Sensors’ capabilities are expanding even as their size is shrinking. Wikipedia already lists 200-300 sensor types and many of these are becoming “transistorized”—tinier and more powerful because they are made of silicon. This means that, in the near future, we will see more and more sensors on objects, collecting more and more information from those sensors, and sharing that information with more people—provided those sensors are connected.

The variety of things that can be sensed is also expanding. Even the most mundane items—lightbulbs, trash cans, doorknobs—can become sensors when connected to the Internet of Things. In addition, every IoT device is, in essence, another place for a sensor. To get a sense of how today’s sensor applications promise tomorrow’s innovations, consider these examples:

• **Phones.** Remember when a phone was just a box with a wire (connected to the wall) for talking to people? Who knew they needed cameras, GPS, and 20+ other sensors.

• **Garbage cans.** By putting sensors on plastic or metal trash receptacles, cities like Barcelona, Spain, and Baltimore, Maryland, have cut trash pickup costs by millions of dollars. The cities use the sensors and wireless networks to measure the trash in a given can, determine when it’s full, and pick it up only when it’s needed. Skipping empty or partially filled cans reduces employee time, gas usage, truck wear and tear, and the city’s carbon footprint.

• **Doorknobs.** Many office buildings have automated doorknobs with keypads that respond to a badge swipe, and hotels have had electronic keys for years. Now house doorknobs are incorporating Bluetooth sensors that know when homeowners arrive, unlock the door, and welcome them in the process.

• **Farms.** They used to be just fields with dirt, plants, and a little rain. Now they are huge wireless sensor arrays, measuring nutrients, water, and salinity at two-, four-, and six-foot depths, and insects, sun, wind, and dust overhead. Farms are big business, and now they are becoming leaders in high-tech.

• **Lightbulbs.** Recently, manufacturers began replacing old inefficient incandescent bulbs with LED fixtures and, since they use low voltage, they are running power to these fixtures with Ethernet cables. With this, buildings can control on-off settings and ambient lighting as a person walks through the halls. However, Ethernet works both ways, and manufacturers realized that they could run data through the same Ethernet, turning every lightbulb into a sensor endpoint that is connected to a computer. Lightbulbs are being called the “Trojan horse” of sensors because LiFi—putting data traffic through a lightbulb—likely will be the point of entry for widespread sensor use in buildings.

Despite building excitement around sensors’ promise, challenges to innovation exist. One is perception: Most IoT applications take existing products that we barely notice and add intelligence and sensing capabilities. It may be difficult getting people to realize they are now using an object that can be “cognified”—made intelligent—and used in nontraditional ways. There are technical challenges as well. In a manufacturing setting, for example, most machines are already fitted with sensors that generate important data, but legacy software and network limitations prevent operators from bringing that data together to look for larger patterns. Power is a big issue, too. Many IoT apps want to be wireless. These require batteries, which drain over time. Energy harvesting to extend battery life is not yet where it needs to be, so developers are stuck with reducing the app’s power. Fortunately, these and other challenges—coding data handling, for instance—should be overcome within the next five years.

People ask me what the next big sensor-enabled device will be and I honestly don’t know. The hardest part is seeing mundane objects we’ve used since children and imagining how they could be different: How does one see a lightbulb as anything but a lightbulb? Someone somewhere is going to look at an object, thinking, “I wonder...,” and then the next game-changer is born.

Dr. Shaw’s participation in this article is solely for educational purposes based on his knowledge of the subject, and the views expressed by him are solely his own. This article should not be deemed or construed to be for the purpose of soliciting business for Algorithmic Intuition Inc., nor does Deloitte advocate or endorse the services or products provided by Algorithmic Intuition, Inc.
Executives agree the pace of change in manufacturing and the broader ecosystem is getting faster and faster. It’s critical, therefore, that manufacturers understand and harness the power of new disruptive technologies and business models to transform into agile and adaptable organizations, and take the exponential leap to achieve exponential results.

The exponential transformation journey
Executives’ indicated awareness of exponential technologies does not translate to transformation. Action does. The exponential transformation journey is an iterative process that can be characterized by three phases (figure 21):

1. Observe & imagine
Establish an exponential vision and prioritize opportunities. In this early phase, manufacturers set out to understand the nature of disruptive exponential forces and appreciate the urgency to innovate.

2. Explore & deliver
Move from strategy to prototyping as quickly as possible while using an iterative process to quickly add value. In this middle phase, attain a deep understanding of priority exponentials and/or ecosystem components to focus on, as well as identify discrete and tangible opportunities, including business cases.

3. Activate & run
Operate a scalable exponential process that continuously measures performance and drives transformation cycles to think big, start small, and act fast. In this final phase, create and implement a road map of opportunities to learn, adapt, and grow, all the while refining the road map as it is being executed.

Figure 21. Exponential transformation approach: Use an iterative process that begins by determining strategic vision and needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observe &amp; imagine</th>
<th>Explore &amp; deliver</th>
<th>Activate &amp; run</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establish your exponential vision and prioritize opportunities.</td>
<td>Move from strategy to prototyping as quickly as possible while using an iterative process to quickly add value.</td>
<td>Operate a scalable, exponential process that continuously measures performance and drives transformation cycles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Shift perspective
Understand the nature of disruptive exponential forces; appreciate the urgency to innovate

2. Focus
Align on focus business issue(s); identify exponentials to explore further based on business issue(s)

3. Mobilize
Understand priority exponentials and/or ecosystem; identify opportunities, including business cases

4. Validate
Pilot and generate learnings for select opportunities; engage external ecosystem

5. Execute
Create road map for broad rollout of many opportunities; implement the road map; learn, adapt, grow

Source: Deloitte analysis
Companies also should realize that most of innovation’s value is realized outside the product—be it in the profit/business model or at the customer-engagement level. Therefore, organizations should not restrict the application of exponential technologies (and other resources) to products and processes alone.

As mentioned earlier in the report, exponential technologies can be leveraged in each of three areas: core, adjacent, and transformational (see page 15). Taking a flexible, portfolio approach to allocating resources in each of the three areas may aid future financial performance. (Note that transformational bets tend to be where 90 percent of future revenue could reside in five to ten years.)

Achieving manufacturing transformation and developing an exponential mind-set also require thoughtful, engaged, and brave company leadership—executives with the courage to allocate resources, invest in new technologies, and take risks (albeit ones that are calculated and informed). Such leadership provides the agency for technology development and implementation—as well as calendar time to address barriers large and small—and clearly articulates the enterprise rationale and mandate for adoption to help ensure cultural alignment. And most of all, such leadership can empower employees at all levels to work to their greatest potential.

Executives seeking to develop an exponential mind-set should consider the following recommendations based on findings from our executive interviews:

**Know what problem(s) you are trying to solve.** Adopt advanced technologies based on an existing and well-considered business problem and/or imperative coupled with a clear action plan. As needed, start small with pilots that address unmet internal or customer-based needs, accruing wins that prove ROI along the way as larger implementations launch.

**Entrust small teams to innovate at the edge.** Make organizational structure flexible. Provide teams with the autonomy and means to fail fast, and fail better—until they succeed—while protecting them from corporate rigidity. “The worst they can do is come up with a threat to the core business—better to disrupt yourself, and keep the innovation in your own tent,” advised a technology domain expert.

**Operate outside traditional walls.** Be open to exploring the broader ecosystem to gain or leverage talent, capabilities, or solutions. For example, work with suppliers and customers to develop a common language for supply chain alignment, or partner with technology domain start-ups to access know-how and talent or universities and/or national labs. Be open to learning and leveraging assets that aren’t your own.

**Raise the national dialogue on system-level competitiveness and innovation enablers.** Public-private partnerships (PPPs) foster and provide forums for industry to collaborate, and to dialogue with academia and government about areas critical for manufacturing competitiveness. These may include IP protection, burdensome regulations, R&D investment and tax credits, STEM education, and the ability to attract and retain needed talent. PPPs may help manufacturers’ concerns be heard by policymakers and other members of the ecosystem and build an impetus for change.

---

**Figure 22. Manufacturers can benefit from looking at a more expansive framework for innovation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Offerings</th>
<th>Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Profit model</strong></td>
<td>Profit model</td>
<td>How to make money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network</strong></td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>How to join with others to create value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong></td>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>How to align talent and assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process</strong></td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>How to develop and create offerings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product system</strong></td>
<td>Product system</td>
<td>How to create complementary products and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product performance</strong></td>
<td>Product performance</td>
<td>How to differentiate product or service offerings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service</strong></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>How to ensure and enhance the value of offerings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Channel</strong></td>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>How to connect your offerings with customers and users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brand</strong></td>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>How to represent offerings and businesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customer engagement</strong></td>
<td>Customer engagement</td>
<td>How to foster distinctive experiences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Keeley et al., *Ten Types of Innovation: The Discipline of Building Breakthroughs*
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